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Doubt, Temptations, false Christs, and earthly
possessions

BD 3156 received 12.06.1944

Activity of love ....
Duty ....
Disguise of light ....

Wisdom and love are divine and will therefore never be found where God’s
adversary is at work. Nevertheless, he, too, will want to conceal himself behind
a cloak of wisdom and love, and spiritually blind people will not recognise
that a mere fabrication aims to conceal the true face of the one whose activity
in the world intends to ruin people. Yet the spiritually illuminated person
will recognise his game of deceit, and thus it is his task to unmask God’s
adversary, to expose that which is adverse to God and to enlighten people
about his underhanded activity. Love will be pretended where the true nature
is unkindness, and wisdom will be feigned by those without knowledge ....
And thus the activity of the dark power is to dispel all brightness in order to
cast people into profound darkness. Loving activity should be selfless, it should
be a sacrifice, but it should be performed of one’s own accord without any
external compulsion, for only then can it be judged to be an activity of love,
otherwise they would be imposed duties which are certainly acknowledged
on earth but before God only the activity of the human being’s free will is of
value. For only love redeems .... And this love will also bring forth wisdom
which, however, can never be found where love is compensated for by duty.
For this reason the implementation of an action must inevitably reveal heartfelt
love if a human being’s knowledge is to be recognised as knowledge which
corresponds to the truth, as divine wisdom. Where one does not exist the other
cannot be either. And therefore the knowledge imparted to people has to be
seriously scrutinised, for someone opposed to God, someone who wants to lead
people into misguided thinking and impels them into heartlessness will use
such means which shine a deceptive light by simulating the divine and thereby
causing serious psychological damage to people. And they don’t recognise him,
they thoughtlessly accept what they are being offered and he uses his followers
to influence other people in the same way as he influences them .... so that
they, under the disguise of love and wisdom, behave and teach the opposite
.... so that they force themselves to act with love and spread error amongst
people .... It will remain a constant battle between light and darkness, and
anyone who is enlightened shall fight against the darkness; anyone enlightened
shall let his light shine and make corrections where people have been taught
wrongly. And neither should someone enlightened shy away from taking an
open stand against the activity under the mask of light and piety, he should
call for a genuine activity of love and explain to people the pointlessness of a
forcibly implemented activity of love, he should convey the wisdom he received
from God, which enlightened his spirit as a result of unselfish actions of love.
For love and wisdom will always have to lead to God, but if people are not in
contact with God they possess neither love nor wisdom, and if it appears like
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that before the world then it will only be the mask of the one who opposes
God and tries to spread unkindness and untruth amongst humanity. And you
should openly declare war on him, for you can be assured of God’s support,
Whose instructions you live up to by teaching divine love, which alone results
in wisdom ....

Amen

Doubting God’s revelations, preventing the spreading
of the Word, falsifying the Word

BD 5856 received 18.01.1954

Doubting divine revelations ....
The adversary’s cunning ....

Don’t let your heart be sad, and don’t doubt when divine Love manifests Itself
for you .... Have faith in the Father’s love, Who truly does not bestow harmful
gifts upon His children, Who thus does not allow them to be given nourishment
from an unknown source which could damage them. Consider yourselves My
children, then you will be able to believe with a rock-hard faith that the Father
will grant you His protection, that He looks after you as His children and diverts
every danger from you which might put your spiritual development at risk ....
Yet also know that you live in the time of the end and that God’s adversary will
use his utmost power to increase the number of his followers; know, that he rages
shortly before the end and that he is particularly at work where light from above
threatens to expose him .... know, that he also endeavours to cause confusion
in the ranks of God-devoted people and that he will try everything in order
to cause a division .... know, that he is also able to obscure the vision of those
who offer him the slightest basis due to wrong will, spiritual arrogance, unkind
thoughts .... and that he will always be successful there without, however, being
able to separate these people from God. Yet their thinking becomes confused
and they no longer recognise the pure truth .... they don’t recognise the Father’s
voice because they have listened to that voice .... Nevertheless, their will remains
directed towards God, they don’t fall prey to the adversary’s efforts, it is just that
he succeeded in dividing a circle which wanted to work together for God. You
humans don’t know his power and cunning, you don’t know his disguise and
subsequently will fall prey to his game of deceit if doubt arises in you which,
at the same time, is doubt in God’s love and omnipotence and wisdom .... if
you therefore render yourselves incapable of recognising Him in his manifested
Word .... Then his influence on you is obvious yet he will not succeed in
separating you from the One Whom you sincerely desire .... for God holds His
protective hand over everyone who strives towards Him, but He does not force
him to think or act according to His will. He allows him the freedom to defend
himself when the power of darkness attacks him .... And anyone who is of good
will is also able to see through God’s adversary ....

Amen
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BD 6495 received 08.03.1956

The adversary tries to prevent the recognition of the Deity ....

Only for as long as you have not recognised Me correctly will you still resist
Me. And My adversary constantly tries to prevent this recognition of Me ....
Therefore he will also do whatever he can to keep My revelations away from
you; he will not shy away from any means to suppress whatever might make Me
and My nature clear to you, whatever would, as enlightenment, inform you of
My infinitely profound love for you. I will irrevocably win you over for Myself as
soon as you have recognised Me .... And it is precisely this recognition of Myself
which countless beings of light would like to convey to you, what every one of
My revelations aims to achieve and what My adversary tries to prevent with all
his power. And thus it explains the fact that My Word, which is imparted to
you from Me directly, is doubted or invalidated as much as possible .... This is
so very natural during the end time, for My adversary wants to gain as much as
possible for himself, and thus his work starts where he fears losing the souls.
Clear realisation about Me and My nature, about My love, omnipotence and
wisdom would make him lose his followers very quickly, but precisely this clear
realisation is lacking in people. This is why the battle between light and darkness
is so fierce during the last days before the end .... And it will be particularly felt
by My servants on earth, to whom I can reveal Myself, for that is where he works
zealously and often with success. The confusion of thoughts is his plan, lies and
deception are his weapon, and what he cannot win openly he will try to gain
through cunning .... My Own cannot understand that the light from above does
not penetrate the darkness which people are living in .... But the light cannot
be transferred to people who don’t desire it; and every desire gets stifled My
adversary as soon as it arises .... without people defending themselves. This is
why their blindness is their own fault, for they don’t want to have their eyes
opened, to find out about My greater than great love, to attain the right image
of Me ....
And yet, My revelations cannot be forcibly conveyed to them, although they
could all take possession of them. And since you now know who tries to prevent
it, those of you who receive My Word must be particularly on your guard and
don’t allow yourselves to be disconcerted by his counter activity .... He will do
everything in his power to prevent your acceptance as well as the distribution of
My Word, because he would like to extinguish the light which exposes him and
his activity, and he will use cunning and trickery and only meet with resistance
in profound faith and love for Me, which makes his activity ineffective. You
are under My protection, consequently, he will be unable to pressurise you
directly but he will use those who can be more easily influenced to take action
against you or to attempt to undermine everything you endorse as truth to
people. Always remember that you are approaching the end, remember that
these are the last days for him and that he will use this time with every available
power, that he rages because he knows that he does not have much time left ....
Therefore, unite with Me ever more firmly and serve Me with dedication and
eager love, and you will always be able to triumph over him, with My revelations
you will also be able to grant light to all those who resist him; you will kindle in
them love for Me and guide them into correct realisation. And they are lost to
him, I will have won them over for Me, and My love will never ever surrender
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them again or let them fall back into the abyss .... they have become and will
remain My Own for all eternity ....

Amen

BD 8009 received 03.10.1961

Falsification of the divine Word ....

Only that which demonstrates love, wisdom and might originates from Me. You
can always use this as a yardstick when you check whether spiritual knowledge
is of divine origin or whether people are its source. If you recognise a lack of
love or of wisdom .... or if My power is portrayed as being doubtful you will be
offered spiritual knowledge which did not come forth from Me. But even this
examination will be difficult for you if My spirit does not grant you assistance.
And this assistance needs to be requested by you first, for your intellect alone is
unable to make a correct judgment. However, anyone who seriously desires the
truth will indeed receive it from Me. And you can always be certain of the fact
that I know your every thought and reveal Myself to you in My love, wisdom
and might .... For you are the vessels into which I can pour My spirit, so that light
will be brought to people which shall illuminate the darkness. You don’t know
how the adversary works in the end time, you don’t know what he is capable of
doing in order to extinguish the light from the heavens, in order to invalidate
My activity, in order to falsify the pure truth which originated from Me ....
However, I will never stop a human being’s will if he changes the Word I send to
earth from above and in so doing is of service to My adversary. You don’t know
the cunning and trickery My adversary uses when it concerns undermining the
truth .... And even though I protect My vessels from his influence I can and will
nevertheless not prevent it if a person’s free will unjustifiably assumes the right
to implement changes, otherwise the pure truth would already be spread across
the whole earth. The human being’s free will must be respected, and this free
will explains much ....

People are imperfect, and if they are offered something perfect, if the pure truth
from Me is conveyed to them, then it will not remain as pure as it originated
from Me for long, for the human intellect becomes active and this can still
be influenced by My adversary .... especially if a person strives for worldly
advantages. I won’t stop him, but I will see to it that the pure truth is conveyed
time and again .... I will grant a new light to those who desire to be enlightened.
For they shall not be the victims of a wrongly inclined will, which is always
demonstrated by the alteration of My pure Word. The same spirit has always
poured into My vessels, and My adversary was unable to cause havoc in them,
but time after time he finds people who submit to his will, and then the work
of contamination will already have succeeded .... My pure living water has been
mixed with human additions and has no more healing power .... For that which
originates from the adversary has a negative effect, it cannot be a blessing nor
beneficial for the human being’s salvation of soul. And if I therefore convey the
pure truth to earth time and again, if I always open a source again from which
pure living water flows forth, then only because I know that it is necessary to
correct emerging misguided teachings ....
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I know that genuinely seeking people take offence at such teachings and I want
to enlighten them, for My light shall not be offered in a clouded way but shall
brightly shine into people’s hearts and tell them of My love, wisdom and might
.... People shall learn to recognise and love Me, and this is only possible through
conveying the pure truth. I Myself speak to people and you can truly believe My
Words .... I grant you My Word but I also expect that it will affect your heart, that
you comply with it and that you thereby attain an inner life. Only then will your
spirit be enlightened, and then you will also ask Me questions which I will gladly
answer. For the confusion will grow increasingly larger, and My adversary will
succeed ever more in weakening My activity .... Yet people themselves are the
crucial factor for that .... Anyone who tries to find Me and therefore genuinely
tries to find the truth as well will find and recognise it as such. But it can only be
imparted to you through the working of My spirit, because your human intellect
is incapable of differentiating between truth and error. Yet truth exists and this
comes forth from Me .... And anyone who appeals to Me directly for it will also
truly receive it. For I know that only through the truth can you humans become
blissfully happy, and I know that every misguided teaching is poison for your
souls .... And therefore the pure and unadulterated truth will time and again be
conveyed to you from above because it is My will that you shall attain bliss ....

Amen

Spreading misconceptions

BD 5526 received 06.11.1952

Spiritual hardship greater than earthly ....
The adversary’s activity ....

The spiritual adversity is far greater still than the earthly one, for people no
longer know the truth and every error is an obstacle towards ascent, every error
is spiritual standstill or even regression, for error is My adversary’s work in order
to obstruct the path to Me, in order to make it impossible to find. Every error
reinforces his power and provides him with new opportunities to spread dark-
ness across the human race. Everything is an error which contributes towards
complicating the realisation of Me, everything is an error which prevents people
from seeking and finding contact with Me .... It is My goal and intention that
people shall unite with Me, that they long for Me and seek to satisfy this longing
of the heart .... My aim is to gain My living creations’ love .... Anything that
contributes towards this is good and never My adversary’s activity. However,
anything that prevents people from finding this contact with Me, anything that
diverts their eyes from Me is My adversary’s doing. And thus you can easily
recognise him in everything you are offered, be they spiritual doctrines, mes-
sages from the spiritual kingdom or events of any kind .... You must always try to
realise what is intended by this .... And if it leads you away from Me and towards
the world or if it impedes your heartfelt bond with Me then you will also know
that it is My adversary’s work who tries to push you humans away from Me. He
also uses means which are intended to feign My activity, he does not shy away
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from seemingly working for Me in order to convince the gullible, who do not
recognise him and accept what he offers them. People’s gullibility encourages
his activity, for they accept anything without serious scrutiny at the slightest
occasion which requires their faith. That is how cunning he is, to seemingly
strengthen the faith and yet to divert it into the wrong direction .... The truth is
constantly sent to Earth, it is constantly conveyed to people and yet, the worst
errors and lies are far more likely to be accepted than just a glimmer of truth,
which would enlighten their spiritual state. My adversary, however, stands on
solid ground, he stands on ground which people themselves have made firm
and tenable .... My adversary works where people believe they are entering My
territory. This, too, is his cunning, which can only be exposed again through
the pure truth which I send to people through My Word. Yet this, My Word,
can only enter with great difficulty where My adversary has carefully closed all
doors. And people themselves support My adversary and uphold his power ....
This is why the spiritual adversity is so indescribably great and yet cannot be
forcibly eliminated, because the human being has to strive of his own free will
to enter the light, then he will soon be illuminated and the ground beneath My
adversary’s feet will begin to falter. Nevertheless, without the truth spiritual
hardship cannot be reduced, for the truth teaches love, but anyone in possession
of love will also recognise the adversary’s activity and release himself from him,
given that his love also gives him the strength to escape from him, since due to
his love he establishes unity with Me and thus I support him by imbuing him
with light and strength ....

Amen

BD 8180 received 17.05.1962

About the doctrine of re-incarnation ....

I can reveal Myself to you through the voice of the spirit if you genuinely desire
to be taught by Me. I only want you to live in truth, that your thinking will
not take the wrong direction, that you will not be so influenced by misguided
teachings from the one who wants to undermine the truth, because it enlightens
you by highlighting him and his activity. Accept, therefore, what I say to you
through My spirit: it should be understandable to you that My adversary will do
everything possible to keep you in spiritual darkness in which he has absolute
control over you, for as soon as you know the truth you are lost to him .... Hence
he will always direct your thoughts wrongly .... and every wrong thought will
result in a thousand others, and thus he will see to it that the knowledge about
the purpose and meaning of your earthly life will be withheld from you, that
you will form an entirely wrong idea about your earthly task, and he will try
to keep you indifferent towards all spiritual endeavour .... He tries to maintain
your love for the world and therefore will also always present a repetition of
earthly life as being desirable and even provide evidence for it, for it will weaken
your striving for perfection as soon as you believe that you will be allowed to
return to earth time and again if you have not yet reached perfection.

This concept is My adversary’s most favourite method and is the reason why the
doctrine of re-incarnation has become so popular, and it is difficult to discard it
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because My adversary works very skilfully in order to substantiate the credibility
of this teaching. Yet no one needs to succumb to his trickery, for as soon as he
seriously desires to know the truth and turns to Me Myself he will recognise the
foolishness of what he was presented with and will also clearly feel the truth in
his heart, he will feel resentment at what has emerged from My adversary, for
his sincere desire for truth will also guarantee that he will receive it .... Lots of
people yield to his influence in this matter, because people themselves want to
return to earth because their love for the world is still too strong and the idea
that they can repeat their earthly life is comforting to them .... Yet time and again
you are told that you, who believe in re-incarnation, were misled .... although
there are isolated cases which have their special reasons but which must not be
generalised. For My eternal plan of Salvation truly incorporates all possibilities
which guarantee your full maturity throughout one earthly life .... for you can
overcome every weakness yourselves, since I died for you on the cross to gain
strength of will on your behalf and you can at all times call upon Me in Jesus,
the Redeemer from sin and death, and then you will also be able to reach the
degree on earth which will assure your entry into the kingdom of light .... where
you can ascend to never-ending heights since there will be no more limitation
for you ....

If you, however, don’t use your earthly life and enter the kingdom of the beyond
unredeemed, then a repeated embodiment on earth would be of no use to you
either, for you will keep your free will but your past memory will be taken
away from you, and then you will be in far greater danger to descend further,
which will never be encouraged but prevented by Me. And if you can already
become enlightened on earth by informing you of your past apostasy from Me
and My plan of return, then you can also clearly see the path which you have
to cover in order to perfect yourselves, and then you will also realise that the
doctrines promising you a repeated earthly life are misguided teachings, for
they contradict My eternal plan of Salvation, which has been established by Me
in all wisdom and love in order to enable your release from the form which,
however, requires your free will. And in order that your will shall make the right
decision I Myself shall time and again impart the truth to you if you ask for it,
if you desire to live in truth. Yet you should also understand that My adversary
will use all the power you give to him yourselves .... that he will offer you wrong
teachings as long as you won’t reject his activity by genuinely desiring the truth
.... Yet he will never be able to impose his error where I, as the Eternal Truth, Am
asked for protection against error .... for then he will be completely ineffective,
since the light which is directly emanating from Me will unmask him and he
will therefore always take flight from this light ....

Amen
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BD 8615 received 13.09.1963

Wrong portrayal of God ....
Error ....

Many misconceptions are widespread in the world and people do nothing in
order to gain the pure truth, they are indifferent towards everything which is,
after all, the most important thing in earthly life: to inform themselves about
the spiritual kingdom, about their God and Creator and His will ..... And even
though I mentally influence them time and again, the truth cannot penetrate
the error since, due to the misconception, I cannot be recognised as a supremely
perfect Being, and I Am usually portrayed to people as a punishing Judge, as a
God of wrath, who merely has vengeance in store for everyone because they are
sinful. As a result, they don’t strive for such a God either and a distance remains
between Me and the human race which should, in fact, be reduced in earthly
life and finally completely disappear. And everything I send upon the human
race through providence to make them think and turn to Me is more likely to
be regarded as evidence that no God exists, for they are unable to reconcile a
God of love with the fact that people must suffer. They are unable to recognise
Him because they are instructed entirely wrongly, because they don’t know the
reason for their human existence and the purpose of their life on earth as human
beings. They could certainly be taught correctly but they won’t accept anything
because they still harbour an inner resistance against Me as long as they don’t
practise love .... Love, however, has grown cold, people are governed by selfish
love and therefore by the one who instilled this love in them, who is and will
continue to be My adversary for an infinitely long time. Consequently, only
error will come forth from him, whereas I will convey the truth to people .... Yet
the human being always determines for himself as to whether he accepts error
or truth .... neither My adversary nor I will exert force on him. But because of
the human being’s immature nature My adversary will be far more successful,
particularly during the last days before the end, when error will dominate and
the truth will only be accepted by a few people. For many schools of thoughts
and ecclesiastical organisations openly endorse the error as truth .... whilst the
followers of the truth will only be those people whose will is seriously inclined
towards their God and Creator and who, as a result of this will, enter into contact
with Me and receive the truth from Me Myself. As long as people still doubt
My greater than great love, wisdom and might, they will not know the truth as
yet.
Thus, misguided teachings originate from My adversary and he will always
portray My nature in a distorted way in order to prevent people from loving Me
.... He will describe Me to people as a being which must be feared, and they will
never strive for and hand themselves over to such a being. But all I want is My
living creations’ love, therefore I must convey the pure truth to them, in which
they can also recognise Me as a supremely perfect Being Whom they will then
love in return. Error leads people into completely wrong thinking .... For it is a
most blatant error if they are told that I demand practices and rituals from them,
that they can thereby acquire beatitude, because people are never assessed by Me
according to their fulfilment of earthly decreed commandments, instead, only
love is of value before My eyes. And this love, which I Myself taught when I lived
on earth, is certainly taught as well but it is not emphasised as so important, or
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those who believe that they live according to My will would practise it more. For
countless people conscientiously comply with their religious duties and yet live
a life without love .... This should make all of you think, the fact that these people
are subject to great misconception against which the truth can hardly prevail,
for they will not let go of their error which they could, however, recognise
as error if they first fulfilled the commandments of love, for then they would
become enlightened, because love would kindle a light in them. However, were
these commandments of Mine fulfilled first and foremost, there would truly
not be so much misery in the world, as can be recognised by every person, no
hatred and enmity would exist between nations, it would be calm and peaceful,
because this is the result of a life of love .... Instead, the whole world is in turmoil
and clearly controlled by Satan which, in turn, is the evidence that the error is
spread throughout the whole world and that the truth finds little acceptance
with people, for the error is officially acknowledged and endorsed as truth ....
Only love alone incorporates truth, everything else which is endorsed as being
important yet does not include love can only be error, because it comes from My
adversary who will always keep people from loving activity so that they will not
recognise the truth, so that they will be unable to recognise Me Myself and offer
Me love, which simultaneously signifies their release from him. Believe it, you
humans, that spiritual darkness is spread across you, that your thinking was led
astray, and accept the pure truth when it is offered to you by My messengers, as
they impart spiritual knowledge to you which originated from Me Myself and
which will kindle a bright light in you, because in the truth you will recognise
Me and My nature and the love, which unites you with Me again, will flare up
in you. Just test everything that is given to you as truth as to whether it will
stimulate you to be lovingly active, and accept that .... But don’t waste your time
with external practices and rituals which cannot be regarded as loving activity
and which are therefore also completely worthless for your soul, for I take no
notice of such conduct, I only take notice of what love impels you to do, for this
alone benefits your soul for eternity .... Just contemplate the state of the world,
how all of people’s intentions and thoughts are purely concerned with earthly
possessions. But the only purpose for your existence on earth is to prepare
yourselves for the spiritual kingdom .... Hence your thinking must be going in
the wrong direction, and this is My adversary’s doing. And therefore, as long
as you live wrongly, your thinking is misguided; you are far removed from the
truth .... consequently, I will try to convey the truth to you time and again ....
and blessed it he who accepts it when it is offered to him ....

Amen
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Craving for earthly possessions and amusements

BD 2231 received 08.02.1941

The spirit of lies and its instruments ....

The spirit of lies rules the world, and anyone who desires the world and its
goods is enslaved by this spirit of lies. For only there can he assert himself,
only there will homage be paid to him by being listened to and affirmed. In
contrast, the spirit of truth will only find admission among people who try to
detach themselves from the world and its goods, who have no desire for them
whatsoever but turn themselves and their thoughts towards divine things, who
consider their actual purpose and affirm a spiritual life. That is where the lying
spirit is denied access. For God Himself will grant his protection to these people,
and He wrests them from the one who brings lies into the world. People who
hold on to the world thereby profess their affiliation to the one to whom the
world is his power, for they desire that which is still his share .... unredeemed
matter .... which still shelters much of the evil spirit within itself. And since he
wants to win the world entirely for himself he uses every opportunity to increase
people’s greed for matter, hence he presents himself in a desirable way .... He
uses lies to do so, for the truth would enlighten people and make them lose
the longing for earthly possessions. And thus he aims to intersperse every truth
with error, he tries to lead people into erroneous thinking, he seeks to obscure
their spirit, that is, to entangle it in earthly passions and cravings, so that the
spirit within themselves is surrounded by the most dense layers and unable to
offer the soul the slightest clarification. And he aims to pull down everything
divine, stifle everything noble, obscure the truth, eradicate love, spread hatred
and strife and gradually shape people such that they become like him; that they
will adopt all those qualities which characterise evil.

The love for truth dwells only in very few people, and they despise the world.
However, their goal is God, Who is the Truth, and they seek to obtain spiritual
values which last for eternity. And thus they lift themselves above the world and
the prince of lies has no more influence on them. And yet he wants to oppress
them and to this end uses those who, on the surface, also strive for the truth,
that is, who appear to look for truth but inwardly are devoted to the price of
lies .... who love themselves and their life and try to make it as comfortable as
possible, who live in the midst of the world and yet try to deny their connection
with it .... who, without the inner urge to renounce the world, pretend to live a
life of self-denial before the eyes of their fellow human beings and thus are fond
of lies. These are used by the opponent as his instruments, by letting them speak
under the cover of truth, as the prince of lies wants. And thus lies are mixed
with truth, and humanity accepts everything that is presented as truth and yet
is the greatest untruth, for it cannot recognise it because it doesn’t desire the
truth, and since the lie corresponds to their desire more it is accepted without
hesitation. Yet the spirit of truth will establish itself as soon as people willingly
separate themselves from matter .... as soon as they desire spiritual wealth and
strive towards God .... And he will defeat the spirit of lies, for anyone who
recognises the truth will stand up for it and try to spread it, and the lie will be
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displaced and with it the one who came into the world through the lie will be
overcome ....

Amen

BD 2778 received 18.06.1943

Temptation in form of earthly amusements ....

You should not think that the opponent will bypass you even if you strive
towards God .... His influence is unrestricted as long as the human being’s will is
weak. Only a strong will can offer him the resistance which he cannot overcome.
The will is always decisive as to whether he gains control over a person. But
if the will weakens his influence becomes stronger again, and the temptations
approach a person in the most varied of ways. For this reason he must constantly
struggle, he must constantly appeal for strength and grace, for strengthening
of his will, he must constantly be on his guard so as not to succumb to the
temptations of evil, he must watch and pray .... for the prize is worth the battle
.... The world and its enticements approach the human being time and again, it
is the adversary’s most effective means to cause the human being’s downfall, for
everything which belongs to the world separates the human being from God.
He cannot possess God and the world at the same time, he must sacrifice one
if he wants to win the other. The world, however, only offers illusive goods
which are phantoms that make a person only temporarily happy and which
crumble into nothingness. They have no lasting value but still destroy spiritual
values, that is, they distract the human being from spiritual striving, and this
is a regression on the path of development. The opponent constantly intends
to detach the human being from God, therefore he repeatedly approaches him
in the form of worldly amusements, he entices him with worldly pleasures,
he tries to turn his mind to them and thereby desert God. And if a person
does not oppose him with a firm will he will succumb, and the opponent will
have won his game. The human being’s body enjoys the experiences but the
soul gets into difficulties, for to the same extent as the person enjoys earthly
pleasures the soul has to go short. If the soul can become stronger than the
body then it will succeed in making the person feel discontented; these are the
inner admonitions and warnings which are imparted to the person through the
inner voice, if only he pays attention to them. Then he will make every effort to
overcome his inclination for the world and with increased determination strive
spiritually again. And this determination will also give him the strength and the
grace of being able to achieve it.

But the voice of the world is frequently stronger than the inner voice, in that case
the latter will fade away unheard, he will throw himself increasingly deeper into
the whirlpool of worldly pleasures, he wants to enjoy himself and gets caught in
the opponent’s nets of lies, who will tie the human to himself ever more firmly
by offering him the pleasures of the world and making him totally unreceptive
to spiritual possessions. He has bound his will and the person will find it very
difficult to release himself from him, for the human must turn away from him
of his own accord and desire God before the strength and grace can take effect
in him. And therefore beware of the temptations by the world! .... Consider that
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God’s adversary will approach you time and again and that only your will is
able to banish him. And in order for this will to become strong enough, you
must watch and pray .... Pay attention to the danger which constantly lies in
wait for you in the shape of worldly temptation, and constantly request the
strength from God to withstand them, for every fall is a spiritual regression,
and every overcoming will bring you closer to the goal. What God offers you
is incomparably more valuable and can never ever be compensated by worldly
goods, worldly pleasures or amusements. Be vigilant and know that you are
constantly put under pressure by God’s adversary, who intends to make you fall
.... Therefore appeal to God for strength and strengthening of your will so that
you can resist every temptation ....

Amen

Temptation to act with unkindness

BD 5535 received 16.11.1952

Satan’s activity ....

The demon from the underworld tries to slip in everywhere in order to spread
hatred and instigate confusion, and he uses every available opportunity offered
to him. He stirs up trouble between people, he sows discord and strife, he uses
lies and thus deprives people of the peace they need in order to find God ....
For he, who is God’s adversary, wants to prevent this. And his influence may be
powerful if people are not on their guard and instantly turn to God once they
notice his approach. One thought upwards is already enough in order to offer
him resistance, because his power will be broken where God’s power is made
use of. He detests it when a soul is at peace and tries to interfere with it because
then all other attacks are easier and successful for him. You humans have no
idea how hostile he is towards you, how he hates everything that strives towards
God and that he will never tire in order to make you fall .... He is incapable of
achieving anything as long as you live in love, this is why he tries to stifle the
love in you first, he tries to inwardly agitate you and to spread poison, to awaken
degrading thoughts about your fellow human beings and keeps stirring where
his thought has been kindled in you .... He is dangerous in his heartlessness,
his hatred causes immense harm, and you must always be on your guard and
nip the first unkind feelings in the bud by calling upon Jesus Christ to release
you from his control. He fears this call and therefore tries to confuse every clear
thought in you .... everything that makes you restless and nervous in the world
is his influence in order to confound your thoughts, because then he will find
good ground for his evil seed. You humans should always bear in mind that the
battle between light and darkness happens all the time and that this battle is
waged in order to gain you. If you therefore consciously take God’s side, the
adversary will lose .... yet on your own your strength you will fail, because he
will be stronger than you if you don’t make use of God’s strength through your
call for help. Don’t allow yourselves to be disturbed by fellow human beings,
by events, by thoughts or experiences .... Deal with every restless thought by
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sending an appeal to God and peace will return to you, for then you will be able
to resist every temptation, because your peace in God is a weapon you can use
in order to displace the adversary. Take refuge in the One Who is stronger than
all tempters together. Offer God’s adversary no reason to triumph over you ....
but always remember that, on your own, you are too weak to offer resistance but
that you can achieve anything with God, Who will let no call go unheeded ....

Amen

BD 6385 received 25.10.1955

Eternal order is love ....
Satan’s activity ....

Only that which corresponds to the principle of love is pleasing to God, and
thus only that person whose thinking and actions are determined by love is
living within divine order. Keeping within divine order therefore only ever
means kind-hearted activity towards other people, which also expresses love
for God. But living within divine order will also always result in an orderly
earthly life for the person in question himself, although everything around him
might have become disordered because the divine order was revoked by his
neighbourhood, which thus lives entirely without love. Such a way of life must
result in a chaotic state, peace and harmony will never be able to reign where life
is lived in opposition to divine order, where love is completely ignored because it
is dominated by God’s adversary, who is devoid of all love .... And no matter how
well people arrange their luxurious life on earth .... it certainly can temporarily
obscure the disorder in such people’s hearts .... it will not provide them with
inner calm and peace, for the more the human being succumbs to the adversary
the more he will stoke him up .... And the person will act increasingly more
heartless, he will treat his fellow human being increasingly more harshly and
with coldness, he might perhaps conceal himself under a mask but his true face
can always be recognised. God’s order is love .... someone who lives without love
is separated from God, and that signifies his alliance to His adversary. Yet he
knows how to conceal everything under a veil, he knows how to camouflage the
characteristics of a violation against the eternal order, for that reason nothing is
obvious so as not to lose his followers .... Instead, he will give everything to those
who devoted themselves to him because of their attitude, their unkindness and
coldness of heart .... They receive whatever they want but will only ever be
able to obtain earthly goods .... which, however, entirely satisfies them .... This
explains why the adversary has so many followers, for by and large people try
to find earthly fulfilment and get it through unkind thinking and conduct.

Hence the state on earth cannot be any different than it is now, where the
human race no longer observes the divine order, where it no longer attaches
importance to God’s will .... where it completely ignores His commandments
of love and where people allow themselves to be used as tools by the adversary.
The chaos on earth is steadily increasing and only a few people live according
to divine order, only a few people allow the principle of love to reign and unite
with God, the eternal Love. And they need not be worried if things happen
according to law which are only ever the result of an unlawful way of life. Their
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unification with God through loving activity will provide them with protection
and strength when the time comes for divine order to be re-established again.
Then what it means to be close to God will be demonstrated, for satanic force
and satanic activity will remain ineffective in the person who has always lived
according to divine order, who cultivates love and always remains in contact
with the eternal Love .... He will certainly see everything disappear around
himself, but he himself is full of strength and light and fortitude .... He knows
that he is united with God and waits for his Creator and Father of eternity ....
For living his life in divine order made him knowledgeable and therefore he
doesn’t fear anything that originates from the adversary’s realm .... He himself
lives in the sphere of divine peace, because his love within excludes everything
that is contrary to divine order and because he is now protected against all dark
forces which still oppose God and the eternal order ....

Amen

Enticement to act destructively

BD 4965 received 10.09.1950

Destructive will of God’s adversary ....
Bound spirits - Human being ....

Everything that is transient in the world belongs to My adversary, that is, all
matter shelters imperfect spirits which My adversary once turned against Me
and which therefore still oppose Me. Material Creation came into being through
My will and he has no authority over it. And yet, this world belongs to him,
for he can boast that the spiritual substances bound in matter are the product
of his will. However, My will caused the emergence of material Creation in
order to remove the spirits from their creator’s control and he will never ever
be able to destroy My work of love and compassion although it is his constant
endeavour. He certainly would like to liberate the spirits from the bound state
I placed them in for the purpose of attaining beatitude, for as free beings the
imperfect spirits would never strive towards ascent but, under the control of
My adversary, would continue to descend ever further into the abyss. For this
reason I removed his power over these spiritual beings and created forms he is
unable to destroy, because they are My consolidated will. Thus, My adversary
has no control over the spiritual substances which are still bound in matter ....
However, he tries to use it all the more on the final material form which shelters
the spiritual being, on the human being in the stage of free will .... He cannot
force the human being to become enslaved by him yet he can seduce him in
every way and try to cause him to maliciously destroy material creations as well.
Thus, he uses the human being in order to accomplish his will after all .... the
destruction of matter .... It is, however, up to the human being to comply with
his will or to offer him resistance. And in order to win a person over for his
disgraceful plans My adversary enticingly presents that to him which he himself
would like to be destroyed. He tries to arouse or to increase the human being’s
greed for matter and thereby also trigger instincts in him which do not shy
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away from destroying matter in order to enrich himself or to amass possessions,
thereby taking their actual purpose of releasing themselves through being of
service away from them, because the human being himself prevents the inherent
spiritual substance from being helpful.

Consequently, what the enemy is unable to destroy he wants to prevent from
developing further. He tries to give permanence to that which is impermanent,
if his destructive will cannot reach it. And the human being obeys him only too
gladly as long as matter is enticing to him and he constantly aims to increase
it. If My adversary succeeds in tempting people into becoming destructively
active, then the prematurely released spirits will wreak so much havoc that it
will revoke the order, so that chaos will ensue which will also affect those people
who want to withdraw from My adversary’s influence. For the devious spiritual
beings will cause destruction everywhere, which will always happen through My
adversary’s initiative who will once again exert his influence over the released
spirits. This is why they will be bound again by My will .... Due to the individual
person’s impulse of preservation, people, whose material possessions were
destroyed, will constantly create works for helpful purposes again in which the
spirits which escaped from matter will be bound once more for their continued
maturing. And these works will then be even more eagerly of service, because
the inherent spiritual substance will sense the relief of having been integrated
into the process of development again, which it involuntarily had to abandon.
It will sense the benefit of order which forms the basis for all My creations, in
contrast to My adversary’s unlawful activity, which it is indeed subject to in a
free state but which does not make it happy. The human being can, by virtue
of his free will and My grace, which is at his disposal, resist My adversary and
contribute considerably towards preventing him from destroying matter if he
helps it to fulfil a serving function and only destroys it if matter is given a higher
function of service. Then the human being will keep removing himself ever
further from My adversary’s influence, then he will completely submit himself
to My will by releasing himself and also help the spiritual substance in matter
to progress in its development by not granting My adversary any power at all
over himself and also trying to release matter from him, by making sure that the
human being’s will always resists My adversary ....

Amen

BD 6080 received 16.10.1954

The adversary’s influence of will ....
Destructions ....

It should suffice you to know that everything in My Creation proceeds ac-
cording to My will .... Thus My adversary will not be able to affect Creation
in some form or other, because he is only able to affect the spiritual being in
possession of free will .... the human being .... but then he once again aims to
influence the latter so that the human being himself will try to change works of
creation in My adversary’s favour. Thus, whatever the human being is able to
accomplish may always be according to My will, but it may also correspond to
My adversary’s will, because the human being is influenced from both sides ....
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However, anything that lies outside the human being’s sphere of authority can
never be implemented by My adversary, it has to be entirely ascribed to My ac-
tivity, because My adversary has lost all power over Creation, over the spiritual
substance which is still bound. But precisely because of this, My adversary will
exert all his influence to make people compliant into becoming destructively
active, because this will release the bound spirits, which he believes he may
take possession of again. This, too, will be impossible for him .... nevertheless,
the released spiritual substance has an unfavourable effect on everything sur-
rounding it because it has ‘left the order’ and therefore also creates disorder in
its environment .... thus it can disrupt an existing natural law. So, indirectly it
is indeed My adversary’s work, yet always through the human will .... whilst
My will alone is sufficient to re-establish the order and to work creatively and
constructively in the whole of the universe. This, My adversary’s impotence,
will cause him to devise plans of a truly satanic nature .... by motivating people
to destroy the globe .... yet with a view of different goals which impels them
into intense activity.

Incapable of accomplishing destruction himself he will cleverly disguise it as a
worthwhile utilisation of unfamiliar energies .... And he will find enough people
on this earth to comply with his will and who therefore also receive strength
from him for all kinds of discoveries and results. Although the subsequent
natural disasters will only affect the creations which arose through My will,
they nevertheless cannot be classed as a direct expression of Satan, but they will
always be disruptions of order which were caused by human will even though
they will be of immense significance in the spirits’ phase of development ....
both of those who have free will and those who are still in a bound state,
for their course of development will be interrupted and thus will require My
counteraction so that the disrupted order will be restored again .... so that the
interrupted development can continue to proceed. My adversary’s plan will
certainly fail, for he will not regain the released spirits, yet he will have won the
people who will have become enslaved by him .... the souls which were already
further advanced .... but he will lose every entitlement over them through the
forthcoming renewed banishment. My adversary’s influence on the human
being’s free will is immense, yet he has no control over any created being apart
from the human being .... He cannot implement anything once a person’s will
refuses to surrender to him .... And everything which is inaccessible to a human
being, which human will cannot influence, is always My reign and activity in
the universe and never My adversary’s expression of power, who is stripped of
all authority, but he will do whatever it takes to make the human will compliant
in order to implement his plan through him .... and cause your downfall ....

Amen
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Under the guise of piety

BD 3191 received 15.07.1944

The adversary’s mask ....

People allow themselves to become beguiled by the adversary’s mask and do not
recognise his game of deceit. For this reason he is gaining ground everywhere
since God does not set him a limit as long as the human being himself grants
him power over his will. But he is using this power in every respect by means of
increasingly bigger works of deception in order to mislead people. They could
certainly see through it if they were striving for righteousness and justice .... But
such endeavour is the last thing on their mind, everyone is merely interested in
themselves and their advantage and no-one questions to what extent the next
person has the same right. It is selfish love by which the human being delivers
himself to the opponent and which also blinds and disables him to become
conscious of his activity. But if the human being himself does not resist he will
fall prey to this control and all clarity of thought will be lost to him. Because
the goal of God’s opponent is to confuse people’s thoughts so that they will
increasingly fall away from God and become unable to withdraw from his lure
by themselves, that he will rage and unreservedly pull them into ruin without
meeting any resistance, because only the human will is decisive and this is too
weak. (Because) The adversary represents the world and therefore is a friend of
those who are attached to the world.

But he is approaching under the cover of piety, and thus people allow themselves
to be beguiled by him. He feigns goodness to them but his actions are evil, since
he propels people into heartlessness, into self interest, into pursuit of earthly
wealth, into increased physical comfort, and all this is a decline of the soul’s
development, it is a disregard for the real purpose of earthly life, the maturing
of the soul. And people do not recognise it because they are enslaved by the
power which aims to separate them from God. Yet even this enemy of souls
takes the name of God in his mouth, he wears this cloak in order to remain
unknown, and his cunning is successful and puts untold people under his spell.
But woe unto them when his cunning is revealed, when the mask drops and his
true face appears .... Then they can only save themselves from his power with
great difficulty, for they had left Him, Who is Lord of all creation, Who can
redeem the human being whose will is willing to be redeemed. But the enemy’s
cunning consists of first removing a person’s belief in the help of the divine
Redeemer as well as in His Divinity Itself. And those who are spiritually blind
will follow his banner and voluntarily separate themselves from their soul’s
Saviour. Humanity, however, does not recognise the dark power’s activity, it
sees light where there is utmost darkness, because making believe that there is
light even though it is darkest night is also an act of Satan’s deception. And they
flee the true light and do not accept the cautions and warnings which are given
to them by the appointed messengers .... They worship an idol whose power in
fact merely consists of weakening the human will but who is powerless when
this will turns towards God.
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And you will recognise this idol by the fact that he will not do anything to
increase your faith in a loving, wise and all-powerful God. That the name of
God will indeed come forth from his mouth, but he will not give him authority
by deliberately calling on Him, that he will ignore love and for this reason is far
removed from God, the eternal love, that he will not acknowledge Jesus Christ,
the divine Redeemer, and thus he is an obvious opponent of Him, who will put
humanity, which is in need of redemption, into bondage once again if it follows
him and puts itself under his banner ....

Amen

BD 6102 received 08.11.1954

The guise of piety ....
Satan’s activity ....

Under the guise of piety many sins are committed on earth. This is Satan’s
activity, who hides under a hypocritical garment so as to be able to treacherously
influence those people even more who allow themselves to be taken in by
external pomp and splendour .... People lack their own light and therefore
accept the light from those who have no light themselves and merely avail
themselves of illusive light .... And in this illusive light they will hardly find
the path they should take and easily go astray by believing to be on the right
path. It is far easier to recognise an enemy who openly confronts people .... the
adversary, however, conceals himself and gives the appearance of belonging to
My Own, of speaking on My behalf and to have received authority from Me,
so that it is easy for him to find followers .... gullible people who lack the right
kind of love. For with the right kind of love they would be so enlightened that
the illusive light would be unable to prevail. But people pay more attention
to appearances, to imitations, than to the truth which originates from Me ....
precisely because they lack love .... And My adversary certainly knows how to
prevent love by trying to replace it with something else, by passing laws and
portraying the fulfilment of these laws as more important than anything else
.... but he knows how to displace My commandments of love so cleverly that
people barely become aware of their heartless way of life, because they eagerly
submit themselves to the humanly decreed commandments believing to have
done enough. A person could certainly realise this himself were it his serious
will to live a life that pleases Me .... Yet his vision has been clouded by the
splendour surrounding those who present themselves as My representatives
on earth .... and who are actually the representatives of the one who opposes
Me and who campaigns against Me. Anyone who has kindled the light of love
within himself can see everything brightly and clearly and disgustedly turns
away from conduct which can never be My will .... However, anyone who still
lives in darkness because he lacks inner light will delight in illusive lights and
time and again rush to them but without thereby receiving true light .... Only
kindness of heart, unselfish neighbourly love, kindles a true light and anyone
who walks in this light is taking the right path .... for I Myself will walk beside
him on this path, then the illusive light will no longer cause him harm, for he
will avoid it, he will stay away, because then he will be warned by his heart of the
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one who conceals himself under the guise of piety .... He will be unmasked when
the time is right .... Yet first everyone shall live up to My commandments of
love, then all the pomp and splendour of the world will not harm him anymore,
for then his inner light will shine far stronger and he will take the right path
unscathed on which .... guided by Me .... he will reach his goal ....

Amen

Satan’s disguise as an angel of light - Apparitions of
Mary

BD 4037 received 07.05.1947

Satan’s disguise ....
Figure of light ....

God’s adversary also disguises himself where he intends to make people fall
and to persuade them to turn away from God. He likewise appears as a figure of
light and dazzles people, so that they will no longer be able to recognise what
is right and cannot see through his deceitful game. He is always to be found
amid gullible people, i.e. those who thoughtlessly accept what is offered to them
as truth, and who therefore don’t spend any thought on it when dark forces
express themselves through the deceptive light of piety. Yet even this game of
deceit can clearly be seen by someone who seriously looks for and desires the
truth. Only a few, however, so value the truth that they scrutinise everything
and only accept what seems credible to them. And thus these dark forces will
eagerly endeavour during the last days to confuse people’s thinking by joining
forces and working in unison in order to achieve phenomena which intend to
simulate angels of light and yet are forces of darkness. They try to influence
gullible people by imparting error to them and leading them on wrong paths and
are also generally successful with them, because they don’t try to obtain clarity
regarding important issues, because they allowed themselves to be instructed
by uneducated teachers and thus accepted misguided teachings which lead away
from God, Who is the eternal Truth Himself. People by and large lack the power
of judgment, they are unable to distinguish error from truth, and thus they
accept everything unconditionally without spending thought on it in order to
discover and recognise the error with good will for truth. These figures of light
can nevertheless be exposed by profoundly faithful people with an awakened
spirit, which enables a person to see and hear clearly .... The knowledge of
truth, which was imparted to him through the voice of the spirit, enables him
to recognise every error as such, and thus he will reject both the error as well as
the giver of it, whom he unmistakably recognises as a dark power, despite the
fact that he conceals himself under the mask of a bearer of light, for the spirit
of God teaches differently, and anything that does not concur with this spiritual
knowledge can safely be dismissed and branded as a lie. Besides, these apparent
figures of light will not be able to prove themselves before those who are filled
by the spirit of God, for they will very quickly be seen through, since they speak
without love, instead their intention is to turn people towards the world, if they
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are already on the spiritual path, and to prevent the others from recognising the
right path, which necessitates a life of love.

Therefore pay attention to how such figures of light express themselves, pay
attention whether they point to God Himself, whether they further direct
communication with God or whether they exclude God, whether they want to
see earthly actions to be achieved which do not contribute towards obtaining
maturity of soul; pay attention to this and you will recognise and reject all
spiritual beings which do not come from the kingdom of light, for anyone with
the will for truth also infallibly recognises everything which opposes the truth,
and he will acquire a bright and sharp vision, so that he can offer resistance
and also lead his fellow human beings into the pure truth, if they are willing.
Nevertheless, God’s adversary will have great power over gullible people, and
those people who know the truth and recognise the dark forces will have to
spend much effort to convince the former of the error. And this explains why
phenomena, which do not originate from God, will be on the increase during
the last days but which many people regard as divine revelations, where the
adversary tries to win people over as an angel of light and thereby places them
into profound darkness. For his followers don’t want to let go of the error,
they resist if it is explained to them, and although it does not directly damage
their souls, they are nevertheless unapproachable for the pure truth. And
this is so extremely important, because truth alone leads to God and because
every manifestation from the spiritual realm will be interpreted exactly as it is
intended by God’s adversary, for his thoughts are based on people’s attitude,
and he will always spread the error under the cover of piety and yet never draw
attention to the end, so that people are prevented from preparing themselves
for the end according to God’s will. And thus diligent effort should be made to
fight against it since it is, after all, important to rescue the many people, who
still live in darkness, from Satan’s claws ....

Amen

BD 7460 received 21.11.1959

Satan’s work as an angel of light .... (Fatima)

During the last days Satan will fight by any means so that souls will commit
themselves to him and go astray. And his trick is to involve them in error, to
let them believe that they are on the right path, and yet to entangle their paths
such that they do not notice that they will lead into the abyss, because they do
not really desire to take the path of ascent. People are satisfied with being told
that ‘the path is ascending ....’ but they do not pay attention to it themselves
or they would certainly notice that it is descending. And he uses many means
for deception, all divert from the truth, all are but a tangle of fraud yet so well
camouflaged that a person has to be attentive as not to be taken in by him. And
he deems the mother of Jesus to be the best means, which he first puts into the
forefront of people so that they, due to their veneration and glorification, forget
their real purpose of earthly life: to attain the bond with Jesus Christ Himself,
which is the only guarantee for the person’s salvation of soul .... Thus people
carry out an apparently righteous act of love for the mother of Jesus, but Satan’s
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intended result is less love for the divine Redeemer Himself, Who more or less
takes second place.

But a lifetime on earth is too short to take detours in order to reach the goal,
and people who do not take refuge with Jesus every hour of the day take long
diversions .... The contact with Him is so extremely important that it cannot be
established often enough, and for this reason alone every glorification of the
mother of God means a deviation from the actual objective of life to establish
this very contact, on which a person’s salvation of soul depends. And thus it is
this bond which God’s adversary tries to prevent by all means, and he succeeds
best by turning people’s thoughts towards Mary. He is able to do so through
unusual apparitions initiated by himself, but he makes himself visible in the
guise of an angel of light to people who are particularly suited to perceive
psychic phenomena. Through these apparitions he predicts forthcoming events
to people, which he indeed knows will happen, and thus he creates an impression
of credibility even though it is a strategy of disguise in order to cause even greater
confusion. He will always wrap himself in the cloak of mystery, always making
claims about concealed things, always prohibiting public disclosure, because
then his fraudulence could be revealed .... He will only ever provide veiled
information because he lacks precise knowledge, but in bright moments even
he occasionally recognises the seriousness of the times when he himself will
also be dealt with ....

But he cannot stop himself from demanding honour and fame, and does this
through the mouth of those camouflaged beings of light by demanding the
building of churches and altars where homage should be paid to him, because
he himself hides behind such apparitions. And the most obvious indication of
an anti-spirit rests in the fact that people are demanded to pay homage before
the world to those in whose garment darkness keeps itself imperceptible. A
heavenly being of light will only ever draw people’s attention to Jesus Christ
and mention his act of Salvation, a true being of light will not demand any
formalities, no buildings of churches and altars, but encourage people to shape
themselves through love into a temple for God, nor will it make concealed
suggestions but proclaim what all people should be told: that the end is near
and that people should change themselves .... A true being of light will not
persuade people to perform formal prayers for hours either, but motivate them
to establish a living bond with Jesus Christ, where only and forever salvation is
to be found. You humans need not take such events seriously, for they are events
which were embellished by people, they happened in a primitive manner and
were only later presented as unusual experiences .... A good basis for this was
prepared, because the mother-of-God-worship was already too deeply ingrained
in people and even minor events caused feverish activity in them and created
the foundation to believe in ever more improbable things. But they were by no
means divinely-spiritual apparitions which were to reinforce people’s faith in
worshiping the mother of God, for it is not her will to distinguish herself from
her Son Jesus Christ, instead she will only ever call attention to Him and His act
of Salvation, if ever she will make an appearance .... For the human being’s goal
is the unification with God in Jesus Christ, which should be aspired to every
hour and every day, and this is the true and only path which should be walked
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on earth ....
Amen

Other deceptive works of the adversary

BD 8623 received 22.09.1963

Deceptive works of the adversary .... (UFOs)

Many times you will still be thrown into serious doubt and caused to ask
questions, for during the last days you can still count on big surprises from
My adversary’s side. He will not hesitate to use any means to disturb you and
keep you from the truth, he will do anything to distract your thoughts from
your actual task of improving your soul, and he will do so cunningly to make it
difficult to recognise it as satanic activity, because he will always disguise himself
with a garment of light. He will pretend that you will be protected, that in times
of earthly difficulties you will receive help ‘from above’ by beings of light, by
inhabitants from other stars who will take care of people. For he certainly sees
the chaos that exists on earth and even uses it for his own proposes to add to
the confusion. Indeed, countless beings of light are ready to give you humans
every assistance on My behalf, both spiritually and earthly, but they will only
work on a spiritual level, they will influence your thoughts, they will urge you
towards Me in Jesus Christ, they will arrange your fate such that your souls will
be able to benefit from it.
They will give you mentally good advice and you can also appeal to them for
help in every need as soon as you are in contact with Me so that I can instruct
these beings of light to assist you .... Yet visible things are truly not necessary to
give you this help, they will not approach to you by manifesting themselves to
you or even operate physical objects which you can see with your eyes .... For
the inhabitants of the world of light, the inhabitant of My kingdom, who are
instructed by Me to help you need no physical covers to apply their will, they
are spiritual beings who only ever influence you spiritually .... My adversary,
however, influences you humans differently by trying to deceive you. He wants
people to believe that supernatural beings take care of earthly inhabitants and
instructs his followers to flash deceptive lights, for it is in his interest to stop
people from giving themselves to their God and Creator, so that they will turn
and entrust themselves to those beings and thereby become subject to his rule
....
He has great power at the end which he truly uses well for himself .... I can only
ever warn you humans not to be so gullible. If you believe that beings from
other planets come to earth in order to help you in any way then you should
first consider that all visible stars are inhabited by beings in need of maturity
but who, in accordance with eternal law, may not leave their assigned world
.... that spiritual contact can in fact take place but that people on earth should
not look for such contact with inhabitants of other stars since you do not know
the degree of maturity of those who want to communicate with you in spirit.
Although these beings are indeed able to transmit messages to you by spiritual
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means .... through mediums .... you are unable to verify their truth content.
And therefore you should dismiss such messages as questionable, for when I
want to instruct you it will either happen directly or through beings of light in
My kingdom who receive the teaching material for you directly from Me. You
should stay away from contact with spirits as long as you have not learned to
differentiate between the spirits ....
My adversary, however, will always interfere where people willingly open them-
selves for messages from the spirit world. The desire for the supernatural alone
offers My adversary a reason and he will always oblige the seekers, yet never for
the benefit of their souls. During the last days he will also try to deceive people
through materialisations by making non-material objects appear as phantoms
before the eyes of individual people who seek unusual experiences and there-
fore can also be easily influenced by My opponent. In addition, people, too,
launch experimental objects into the universe which are sighted again as ma-
terial objects, so that people are no longer able to distinguish between illusion
and reality. Yet both are of satanic origin, whether it originates from people or
from the spiritual world which, however, is always the realm of darkness, just as
people are prompted by the prince of darkness to conduct these experiments.
The end is approaching, and that is the reason for Satan’s extraordinary activity.
But I Myself also work extraordinary by conveying the pure truth to people,
and I would truly also let you know should these ‘inhabitants of other celestial
bodies’ become active on My behalf .... I truly would not keep you guessing
about it. But time and again I say to you ‘Do not let such deceptive lights bother
you ....’ For he who causes them does not want to save you but ruin you. You
will still experience much more before the end which will enable you to clearly
observe his activity, providing you pay attention and stay in contact with Me so
that I Myself will always be able to illuminate your thoughts and in the light of
truth you will recognise him and his doings ....

Amen

BD 7742 received 11.11.1960

About the UFO convention ....

One thing is certain: I will protect My Own in the hollow of My hand when the
end has come .... I truly have enough angels to whom I can entrust My Own,
whom I instruct to build a protective wall around them. And thus you can all
know yourselves protected in My care, come what may. Therefore I want to
caution you not to abandon yourselves to and expect help from beings whom
you suspect to be outside of My spiritual kingdom .... who thus have not yet
reached the perfection of beings of light to implement My instructions .... I
want to warn you about looking for contact with inhabitants from other worlds,
which you can only establish spiritually but who cannot offer you the guarantee
of imparting truth to you. Time and again it has to be said that only ‘perfect
beings’ may and are able to carry out tasks which guarantee you protection and
assistance ....
Beings who have not yet achieved this perfection will always still reside, for
the purpose of their development, on such works of creation to which they are
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bound by natural law .... Thus you have to distinguish between beings of light
who accomplish My will on My behalf and dwell with Me in the kingdom of
light, and beings who are still constrained, who have not yet achieved complete
spiritual freedom as long as they still live on all kinds of celestial bodies for the
purpose of spiritual maturing. You should not rely on mediumistic messages
from those worlds which are and remain unreachable for you humans on earth
and vice versa. Do not count on help from those worlds when the end of the
earth comes in accordance with the eternal plan .... For I Myself will protect and
rescue My Own from their adversity, because only I know who belongs to My
Own .... Do you believe that you will be rescued by merely mustering sympathy
for these dwellers of other stars?

What misconception do you suffer from, you lack all clear understanding of My
plan of Salvation, which will certainly be implemented when the time comes.
And would I not inform you of it Myself if it were My will that you should entrust
yourselves to these beings whom fellow human beings want you to believe in?
Since I convey the truth to earth I would not withhold this information from
you if it were true .... Yet you rather doubt My Words than the reports which are
passed on to you through My adversary’s influence. And I want you to know the
truth .... I repeatedly want to assure you that My Own will be protected and that
innumerable angels will take care of them, because they comply with My will
and also have the strength to help you. And therefore it will not require earthly
means of help, for My love, might and wisdom will become clearly evident at the
end, albeit My working will and can then be contrary to natural law because My
Own believe that everything is possible and the unbelievers will be devoured
by the earth ....

But I do not require My Own to believe in appearances or reports which come to
people by means which do not correspond to My will .... Why don’t you contact
Me? Why do you call on beings whose degree of maturity you cannot estimate?
.... Why do you entrust yourselves to these beings and believe that they will
protect you when the last day of the end has come? I only require your faith
in Me in Jesus Christ, and anyone who intimately unites with Me Myself in
this faith truly will not need visible or invisible helpers, for My angels with an
abundance of strength and might will constantly stand by his side and always
act in accordance with My will. And he will not want to establish contact with
inhabitants of other worlds whose degree of maturity is unknown to him either,
for this can only take place by way of mediumship which, due to its great danger,
should not be taken by you humans. For you are truly able to hear Me Myself
if it is your will and you ask Me for the truth .... And then you will surely be
instructed truthfully ....

Amen
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BD 7977 received 27.08.1961

Serious warning against psychic receptions ....

You should not trouble yourselves with doubts, but you should also know that
you only receive pure truth from Me by merely wanting your thoughts to be
correct and true. And you will always receive assurance that I do not contradict
Myself, that therefore the spiritual information which originates from Me,
which was conveyed to those of you through the ‘working of My spirit’ who
allow My activity in you, must always tally. However, since My adversary’s
influence confused people’s thinking, since falsehood and error are far more
likely to be accepted by people, it has also become necessary to convey the
pure truth from above time and again, for truth does not remain pure for long
among people, for unkindness reigns and this darkens the spirit, so that it is
easy for My adversary to proceed against the truth and to intersperse it with
error, without this being recognised by people. Light is all you humans need in
order to find and travel the path to Me and to ascend .... In the darkness you
take wrong paths which lead off course, and since it is My adversary’s goal and
intention to alienate you from Me and to gain you for himself, he will eagerly
strive to confuse your thinking, and he will do so under the mask of an angel
of light. And the danger that he will be heeded is particularly great during
the time of the end, because people are lacking love and therefore possess no
power of judgment either .... They fall prey to error and then he will have won
them over. For this reason I keep making you aware of the cover under which
he appears. For he is full of cunning and trickery, he tries to slip in where he
can show himself as an angel of light, where people look for contact with the
spiritual kingdom .... but where the preconditions are missing which guarantee
a genuinely pure spiritual bond with the world of light ....
However, wherever the preconditions exist he is unable to intervene, and only
then will the truth be guaranteed, because all beings of light work on My
instructions and can only distribute pure truth which they receive from Me ....
Yet can you humans know with absolute certainty that you demonstrate the
preconditions which guarantee you this bond with the world of light? And can
you therefore be certain that the spiritual realm conveys the full truth to you?
Can you do this where it concerns psychic transmissions from the spiritual
kingdom? Do you know whether it is impossible for the adversary to intervene
if a person as a ‘shell’ forfeits his own will? Only a high degree of maturity will
result in your protection by the world of light .... but in view of the great risk
the beings of light will always try to influence people such that they allow the
‘working of the spirit’ in them in a conscious state, that they shape themselves
into a receiving vessel for the divine spirit .... that they improve themselves in
order to grant the beings of light the undisputable right to repel everything
unspiritual from them and to only let the pure truth flow to them, which they
receive from Me, so that they can instruct you humans if it is your will and you
fulfil all preconditions ....
You humans must remember that the time of the end has come, that you don’t
have much time left, and that you should therefore accomplish the work of
improving your soul with increased vigour .... And you must know that My
adversary will use all his power to try to prevent this endeavour .... Thus he will
try this where he is not recognised, where a human being’s conscious will does
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not offer him opposition .... He has great power and makes use of it when psychic
receptions are desired whose truthfulness cannot be verified by you humans
.... Be warned, for the point is not that it would be impossible for a being of
light to express itself through a medium, but the point is that you humans are
incapable of judging whether a being of light expresses itself or whether the
adversary’s clever disguise enables him to spread darkness .... And this darkness
can have a disastrous effect on you; misguided teachings can be conveyed to you
from which you can only detach yourselves with difficulty .... But a misguided
teaching will always obstruct the path to Me, it will obscure the light in you or
extinguish it entirely, and the path to Me will be prolonged by you .... I want to
caution you of this, for there is not much time left, you are near the end, and
once a misguided teaching has taken hold in you it will take quite a while before
you recognise it as such, and this time might no longer be at your disposal ....
The possibility that you are offered truth certainly exists, but you are unable to
judge whether it is offered to you and consequently there is always the risk that
your spirit will become darkened if I don’t seriously warn and admonish you
only to believe those Words which are conveyed to you through My spirit .... for
it will guide you into all truth, as I have promised you ....

Amen

BD 8433 received 08.03.1963

The adversary’s activity behind a mask ....

The adversary will fight using all means during the last days before the end ....
And neither will he shy away from availing himself of My Words and portraying
himself as an angel of light which intends to bring salvation to people. And in
their spiritually unenlightened state people will not recognise who approaches
them and takes possession of their thoughts .... They will believe blindly as long
as they hear pious words which, however, can be voiced by every spirit, because
they are mere words which it does not believe in itself but which it uses in order
to deceive people and to lead them astray. These dark forces don’t shy away
from any lie and often introduce themselves to people as elevated and supreme
beings of light in order to deceive them and to stifle their doubts regarding the
truthfulness of their statements. And you will be surprised in which way My
adversary will continue to influence people through his accomplices during the
last days .... For he wants to imitate Me .... Just as I Myself convey the pure
truth to earth he, too, will try to impel people to listen to him by disguising
himself as an angel of light. And people’s obsession with making contact with
supernatural spheres, with receiving extraordinary information and thus with
entering a realm which is outside of this earth often provides My adversary
with the opportunity to push himself forward and to be of service to people in
order to confuse their thoughts, so that they are no longer able to recognise the
pure truth if it is offered to them, because they, too, want to push themselves
forward and regard themselves as recipients of the truth. The adversary plays
an unscrupulous game but people themselves support him, for usually it is
mere curiosity rather than a genuine desire for truth which motivates them into
establishing contact with this spiritual world, which emanates blatant error in
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order to undermine the pure truth and which does not provide people with
enlightenment. Only deceptive lights keep flashing up which so dazzle the eye
that it cannot recognise the pure truth anymore. However, I Myself Am unable
to do anything else but to repeatedly point out his cunning and trickery to you,
for you yourselves give him the reason which makes his activity possible. For
as soon as you strive towards Me with profound sincerity and desire the purest
truth from Me I would truly not let you fall into his hands, and you would
realise brightly and clearly that you are only being deceived by evil spirits, and
time and again I have revealed the attributes to you by which you can recognise
them ....

Just test them concerning My ‘human manifestation in Jesus Christ’, ask them
to explain this mystery to you and you will realise that they will fail because
they are still unenlightened themselves, that they don’t know anything about
Him and His act of Salvation and that they only avail themselves of His name
in order to deceive you, yet they don’t mean the name of their God and Creator
of eternity, which they cannot voice in awareness of what it signifies .... They
certainly make use of Jesus’ human name, because they only ever speak of a
human being but not of God Himself .... And you will truly not meet many
people who, as bearers of light, will be able to enlighten you about this, because
they received this clarification from Me Myself. But then you will also be able
to make a judgment and accept the light from them without having to fear that
you will be wrongly instructed .... And you can believe that a person will not
know the truth as long as this problem of My human manifestation in Jesus is
still unresolved .... Anyone who does not recognise or has not recognised Him
as the Son of God and Redeemer of the world in Whom I manifested Myself
in order to be able to be a visible God for My created beings will never .... be
it on earth or from the beyond .... be able to inform you humans truthfully, for
he himself does not yet have the truth, the correct realisation, and therefore
he is not a right leader and teacher for people on earth either .... However,
you humans are easily inclined to accept everything you receive from the
spiritual kingdom as truth, because the desire to hear something extraordinary
dominates you, thus it is stronger than the desire for the pure truth .... Yet in
order to entrust you with an extraordinary task, which consists of receiving the
truth from Me directly and of passing it on to your fellow human beings, you
still lack too many prerequisites which facilitate a transmission of the pure truth
.... requirements which I cannot exclude as not to endanger the pure truth. For
you still move within a world of spirits yourselves which you attract through
your desire for something extraordinary and, as a result, you are not guarded
against influences from My adversary’s sphere .... Neither do you free yourselves
from this influence: instead you place yourselves at the disposal of these forces
time and again which you, however, would definitely repel through heartfelt
devotion to Me in Jesus Christ, through devotion to your Father and Redeemer,
Who is your refuge and protection against everything that is unspiritual and
that wants to encroach upon you ....

Amen
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False Christs and prophets

BD 2353 received 31.05.1942

False Christ’s ....
Signs and miracles ....

False Christ’s will arise and perform signs and miracles in My name .... This is
what I announced to you ahead of time and My Words are true. Yet you try to
explain these Words wrongly if you assume that the same power dwells within
an evil force, an emissary of Satan, which made Me work signs and miracles
during My life on earth. Heaven and Earth are at all times subject to My will, they
are governed by My will, and this will of Mine upholds every creation, because a
will that is contrary to Mine would signify the decline of everything I let arise if
I granted him power over it. And yet, signs and miracles will be performed, but
they only ever appear as such to those people who are his followers, for they are
spiritually blind, they don’t know the true correlation of all things, and they will
consider everything as signs and miracles which seems extraordinary to them
but which every human being would be able to accomplish by mustering all his
willpower. You are all in possession of abilities which you need only develop
in order to accomplish many things. Yet your weakness of will prevents you
from developing your abilities, and therefore something seems to you a miracle
which, however, is within the scope of possibility for every single person .... And
thus all signs and miracles, which I mentioned to you, will be understandable
to every enlightened person, yet those who still live in spiritual darkness will
conclude that it is supernatural strength. And they will grant divine strength
to those who are My opponents yet appear in My name in order to deceive
humanity. The darker the spiritual night is which enshrouds people, the easier
it will be to make them believe in miracles, they will accept every extraordinary
activity by evil forces as such, yet the extraordinary working of light .... of people
whose will is inclined towards God .... will not be acknowledged by them, and
this alone is already a sign that people are under the spell of the one who seeks
to fight against God. And yet they will make use of My name .... that is, they
will proclaim themselves as Messiah, they will promise people deliverance from
every adversity through them and their teachings, for they will only try to win
them over by describing themselves as representatives of the One Who has all
power over Heaven and Earth. And everyone is a false Christ who preaches a
wrong teaching in My name .... and who tries to confirm this teaching through
extraordinary working which, however, can never be looked upon as a miracle
....

Amen
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BD 5427 received 03.07.1952

Satan’s disguise where light is conveyed to Earth ....

Satan works with much cunning and trickery and disguises himself so that he is
difficult to recognise, for he often works in the same way as My chosen people
in order to undermine My working. His constant effort consists of rendering
ineffective the glow of light which I give, to extinguish it or to prevent My light
from affecting you humans .... For truth is a danger to him to be recognised as
My adversary, this is why he will often make use of the same means in order to
then gain followers for himself who will no longer pay attention to My soft light.
He only ever intends to undermine My influence on people, he puts himself in
the forefront and wants to be acknowledged as being divine, because he believes
himself to have won his gamble if he can dethrone Me and occupy My place in
people’s hearts. And he will also be very successful as soon as people deprive
themselves of their realisation by merely possessing one of My adversary’s
faults, as soon as they are spiritually arrogant and therefore don’t come to meet
Me with profound humility which then will also protect them from ungodly
influence. My adversary often confuses people’s thoughts, showering them with
praise and words of approval which dispel all humility, and anyone who lays
claim to such words will already have been defeated by him, he will have fallen
into his hands and become a welcome object for his plan of endangering the pure
truth, the light from above, by seemingly working similarly which, however,
does not originate from Me but will be feigned by My adversary as such in
order to confuse people and with this working simultaneously also reject the
working of My spirit, which is the pure truth. Thus you will also understand My
warnings about false prophets .... For wherever true prophets exist there will
also at all times be false prophets who appear or become apparent, who always
come forward in similar ways and yet have not been sent by Me. And the certain
sign of recognition for My adversary is the fact that he will always turn up
where a great spiritual action has been initiated, that is, where the world of light
clearly makes contact with the earth and where divine activity is undeniably
recognisable.
This is where the adversary will take up room, namely by entering the circle of
those who strive towards Me and effectively laying claim to the divine gifts of
grace himself, in order to continue and slowly but surely work against it until
he has succeeded in repressing the truth and placing his work in the forefront
.... The truth certainly asserts itself yet does not compel acceptance where the
will is only weak and therefore allows itself to be captivated again. Free will,
which is respected by Me, makes it indeed possible for My adversary to spread
himself because he meets with no resistance, but I will never let My children on
earth be deceived by a deceptive light which they can recognise because it does
not emanate real light .... However, I have always and forever warned you about
false Christ’s and false prophets, therefore pay attention to this, for thereby I
Myself have also confirmed them .... They will come and have already arrived
.... and in the last days you will still hear often about them; yet wherever false
ones exist there also have to be true ones, and therefore you must check them.
And again I say to you: Use the abundance of light of what you are offered as
divine truth as a criterion .... if you verifiably receive something which conveys
to you understanding, thus light, then it originates from Me and the prophets
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are genuine, i.e. work on My instructions .... but if you are offered indistinct
concepts, which is an illusive light which in fact appears to be the same but on
closer inspection turns out to be a work of deception, you should reject it as
My adversary’s work of deception, who in the last days will try to influence all
those he fears to lose with increased vigour. For he takes advantage of every
opportunity which enables him to displace Me from people’s hearts, but he can
be recognised ..... for he lacks wisdom, and therefore everything which he ignites
lacks wisdom as a deceptive light due to the will of people who are still enslaved
by him because they still share his characteristics .... spiritual arrogance, worldly
mindedness and selfish love, and who therefore wear a mask under which My
adversary can conceal himself ....

Amen

BD 8487 received 04.05.1963

False Christs’ and prophets ....

Beware of false Christ’s and false prophets .... I warned you about those when
I lived on earth because I knew of My adversary’s activities, of his snares and
unscrupulous machinations whereby he tries to pull you humans into ruin. He
is using all means, and this especially during the last days in order to increase
the darkness in which humanity languishes. There will be people everywhere
who claim to be knowing and initiated into the secrets of creation, who demand
people’s recognition and faith in their spiritual experiences and who are but My
adversary’s tools, because they support and spread spiritual knowledge which
completely contradicts the truth. False Christ’s and false prophets will appear in
large numbers .... They all will wear the cloak of divine messengers, they all will
claim to possess knowledge and to be in contact with the highest representatives
.... They will pretend to be messengers of light and yet walk in profound darkness
themselves, and therefore they will only ever spread darkness amongst their
fellow human beings. They cannot emanate light because they don’t possess
light themselves, yet their mannerism is so self-assured that people do not dare
doubt the divine mission of those who, nevertheless, in reality work for My
adversary. But only people who live in truth themselves will be able to recognise
this and they, in turn, will be described by them to be false prophets .... And it
will be difficult to convince oneself of the true prophets’ divine mission, yet it
is not impossible .... The fact that true prophets exist is proven by My warning
against false prophets ....

However, you need only ever seriously desire not to fall prey to the latter and
truly, you will also know whom to turn to. For My messengers will bring you
a message which will touch your soul in a comforting and helpful way, which
will affect you like a nourishing meal and refreshing drink, which you will
continue to desire and thereby become noticeably strengthened for your earthly
life’s path. Whereas the alleged knowledge conveyed to you by wrong teachings
cannot convince you of the truth and does not result in any illumination or
stimulation of your soul .... It is and remains barren knowledge which you will
find barely credible and of little use to you. It is more likely to cause you dread
and fear because you are unable to detect a loving God therein, Who behaves
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like a Father with His child. False prophets will never be able to offer people
pure truth, and the adversary’s only intentions are to undermine the truth, to
entangle people in error. His most eager endeavour consists in withholding
from people the truth about Jesus Christ and His act of Salvation, about God’s
human manifestation in Jesus, or to confuse their thoughts such that they don’t
take the path to the cross and thereby their earthly path remains unsuccessful
for their souls .... And no means is too evil for him to use, because Jesus defeated
him through His crucifixion, and he is trying to regain the fruits of His victory
again .... Souls, who turn to Jesus, are lost to him, consequently he will try to
give an entirely wrong description of Jesus so that they do not see any reason
why they should take the path to the cross. The truthful portrayal of the act of
Salvation also has a redeeming effect, and this means that My adversary will lose
his followers, what he tries to prevent by cunning and trickery. And you humans
can truly and easily recognise every false prophet yourselves by the fact that
he withholds the knowledge of the Salvation through Jesus Christ from you,
and thus you are entitled to dismiss him as a ‘false prophet’ .... And especially
during the last days you can notice increasingly more often that most diverse
descriptions of spiritual subjects are given by those who present themselves as
prophets of truth. Yet in one instance they all agree, that the salvation through
Jesus Christ .... the sacrifice on the cross by the man Jesus to redeem the immense
guilt of sin .... is doubtful, because the belief in this signifies a loss of followers
for My adversary and he does not want to lose them ....

Jesus Christ has been argued about for centuries already, because time and again
false prophets arose who were influenced by My adversary to act against Jesus,
what already proved their affiliation to him .... Although they were unable to
completely dispute the earthly life of the man Jesus and thereby remove the
knowledge of him entirely, the real purpose of His earthly existence .... His
redeeming mission .... was repeatedly portrayed as a misguided teaching which
removed people’s hope to ever be released from their guilt of sin unless they
made amends themselves .... unless they thus believed these false prophets. Yet
no human being will ever be able to release himself from his immense guilt of
sin without the help of Jesus Christ; no human being will ever succeed to perfect
himself by his own strength without Jesus Christ, because the original sin
absolutely prevents this .... Hence ‘self-redemption’ is impossible, irrespective
how sincerely it is aspired to, because the human being’s will is too weak and
would fail time and again .... Regardless how you are instructed .... if Jesus
Christ is not portrayed as the Son of God and Saviour of the world, in Whom
I embodied Myself, you are not taught the complete truth, and you will not
become free eternally, since only truth will set you free. And I Myself transmit
this truth to you, I Myself, your God and Creator of eternity, the greatest
and most perfect spirit in infinity .... I transmit the revelations to you directly
and guide you into truth, because I want to give you the light of awareness
again, which you once gave away voluntarily and which will be returned to you
providing you willingly accept it, providing you let yourselves be taught by Me
and surrender to Me with love, thus also fulfil My will .... providing you change
yourselves to love and accept your original nature again in which you were
happy beyond description. Only One can promise all this to you, and only One
can help you to achieve it, and this One is Jesus, Who is completely merged
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with Me, thus He and I are one .... God from eternity to eternity ....
Amen

The adversary’s activity during the last days

BD 3690 received 18.02.1946

Battle of light against darkness at the end ....

Understand and pay attention to the information given to you by My spirit: You
are approaching a period which reveals both My will and might, My working on
earth, as well as My adversary’s influence, for the battle between Me and him,
the battle between light and darkness, will reach its climax because the end is
near. You will be tossed to and fro like a plaything, both in a spiritual as well as
an earthly way .... you will be besieged in order to confuse your thoughts and
attitude, but at the same time My messengers will bring you tidings from Me
.... you will also be plunged into earthly difficulties so that you will feel helpless
and abandoned .... Yet one path will always be open to you, you will always
be able to call upon the One for help in every spiritual and earthly adversity.
And as long as this path is still open to you, you need not fear the forthcoming
time. Satan’s influence will always be recognised everywhere, but so will My
abundantly loving and merciful effect on all people who merely acknowledge
Me, who do not forget about Me during the harshest time of battle and who
therefore prompt Me to fight by their side, so that they will not be defeated by
the enemy of their souls. Yet My adversary works with cunning and force ....
He shrouds himself in a garment of the Messiah; he promises people earthly
improvements and thereby entices gullible people into this net, who have so far
been unable to detach their heart from worldly possessions. And the darkness
will spread to a frightening extent, people everywhere will follow the deceptive
light, they will bypass the true light and chase after a flame which does not emit
light, which does not signify enlightenment in humanity’s spiritual darkness.
And the bearers of light will be ignored; indeed, an attempt will even be made
to extinguish their flame and, in so doing, to force the bearers of light to remain
secret. But then I will provide My messengers with overwhelming strength so
that they will nevertheless work freely and need not worry that the light will be
extinguished ....
Then I will also obviously come to the fore, bestowing strength and grace when
My Own suffer adversity, so that the battle of light against darkness will become
clearly recognisable and My Own will know that the end is not far away. For the
prospect of the end will allow them to endure everything, since then they will
only wait for the fulfilment of My Word to see Me Myself coming in the clouds
in order to deliver them from all adversity and to banish My opponent. And My
grace and love will ease their earthly fate and make every tribulation bearable,
for as soon as they fight for Me I will provide them with great strength on
account of which they will be capable of offering Satan resistance and fearlessly
put up with earthly threats, for I Myself will always stand by their side and, in
certainty of that, they will remain faithful to Me until the end. I will come soon
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.... Satan will only work for a certain length of time, and I Myself will shorten
the days so that My Own will be able to persevere .... However, because of this
Satan will rage in a shocking manner, for he knows that his time of activity is
only short .... he knows that he only has little time left .... But don’t be afraid,
My faithful followers .... I announce this to you beforehand so that you can find
strength of faith and inner peace in the truth of My Word, so that you can draw
strength from My Word at any time and make heartfelt contact with Me, Who
will not abandon you, neither on earth nor in eternity ....

Amen

BD 3672 received 30.01.1946

Antichrist .... End ....

The spirit of the Antichrist has been in the world since Jesus Christ accomplished
of His act of Salvation. He has constantly attempted to undermine His act, he
has always and forever fought Jesus’ followers, he has always and forever driven
people into heartlessness, thus he has actively opposed Christ’s will and teaching
on earth, partly by means of spiritually confusing people’s thoughts and partly,
in human appearance, clothed in a gown of knowledge and intelligence. The
teaching of Jesus Christ was opposed by a human teaching at all times which
aimed to weaken it, thus it was antichristian, and this has always been Satan’s
work, the work of forces from below which intended to cause people’s desertion
from God or to obstruct their way to Him. And this antichristian activity is
steadily on the increase and will be blatantly self-evident before the end ....
Satan himself will be active on earth in human form, the Antichrist in person,
whose activity will be extremely ominous for the whole of the human race. For
he will initiate laws which aim to eradicate spiritually-minded thoughts, which
will prevent all spiritual endeavour and intend to entirely secularize people.
And this will be the last work of the one who fights against God, for he will be
transgressing the limit of his authority, which is relentlessly punished by God ....
The change of worldly events will be rapid, extensive worldly changes will occur
in short succession and a ruling power will come to the fore by wanting to direct
the state of affairs of all nations and, instead of order, will cause utter disorder.
For his regulations will first and foremost apply to the suppression of all faith.
He will find many supporters on earth, and that will be the sign for the End. For
people won’t resist it but will almost unanimously profess and celebrate him as a
hero and victor whose goal they acknowledge and consequently also support.

And this will be the start of the most difficult time for believers. It will seem
incomprehensible to them what is going on in the world, it will seem incom-
prehensible to them that God’s love and patience allow His most sacred name
to be slandered and ridiculed and Jesus Christ’s followers to be ostracized and
pursued in a most brutal way. Yet they penetrate the truth of the divine Word
ever more, which has predicted all this, and thus they also faithfully commit
themselves to God’s guidance. The Antichrist rages in a most frightening way,
he dazzles people by the actions he implements with support of strength from
below .... Satan himself works through him as the opposing spirit of the One
Who works in the living creations of love and faith, in people, who love God
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above all else and firmly believe in Him and thus have to suffer great adversities
due to God’s opponent. People will pay homage to him, they will erect altars,
they will proclaim him as the Messiah bringing salvation to them, for he will
achieve feats which will impress people, yet they will not be works of love but
mere activities of arrogance and craving for power. He will work as a human
being, try to explain his strength as human strength and oppose and deny ev-
erything that is divine, that points to and testifies of God. And his willpower
will be rock hard .... He will give orders, and anyone resisting his command
will be destroyed by him .... He will seek to prohibit all teachings of Christ,
all knowledge of Him and His act of Salvation, he will try to drag everything
through the mud and regally reward those who assist him in his quest against
Christ, just as he, full of hatred, will also take actions against His followers ....

The Antichrist’s stature will be recognisable by its external good looks, by his
physical strength .... for Satan conceals himself so as not to be recognised for
who he is. And his extraordinary abilities will draw humanity’s attention to
him, there will be no end of admiration. He will reside on earth in external
splendour and grandeur, in contrast to Jesus Christ Who lived inconspicuously
amongst his brothers, devoid of all earthly possessions with a love-filled heart
for his fellow human beings. But the Antichrist’s heart will be callous and
unemotional towards all worldly hardship and yet humanity will jubilantly
applaud him, blinded by his external brilliance and strength. He will appear
suddenly and unexpected at a time of utmost earthly adversity and, with strong
hands, promise relief, seize power and authority without meeting any resistance,
because people only pay attention to the harsh conditions on earth and ignore
this hero’s spirit, who will want to distinguish himself and, with the help of
like-minded people, elevate himself as a ruler. And then the end will be near
.... For the resulting battle of faith will be the prelude to the entire work of
destruction of earth .... It will only last a short time but with such intensity that
it will require an extremely strong faith as not to succumb.

Yet once again God Himself will confront His adversary .... For He is in spirit
amongst those who fight on His behalf, and the Antichrist runs in vain against
the bastion of faith .... And he will fall from his throne into the mire of damnation
.... His government will not last long but will cause unspeakable misery amongst
the whole of humanity which will predominantly support him and abandon all
faith in God, which will believe his earthly implementations and will thus
finally also share the damnation, for it will be subject to God’s adversary and
therefore also share his fate. And this will be the End .... Jesus Christ will remain
victorious and His church will continue to exist for all eternity ....

Amen
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BD 4029 received 23.04.1947

Antichrist - A saviour? ....
Anti-spiritual activism ....

The spirit of the Antichrist is such that he will approach people in the disguise
of a saviour although his will utterly opposes God in as much as he does not
acknowledge a God of love, just as he, in fact, will reject all spirituality as
supernatural and therefore unverifiable, thus non-existent. Even the nature of
Christ will be so unfamiliar to him that he will be unable to believe in His act
of Salvation and His mission on earth, and thus he will try to portray Him as a
mere figment of imagination, making every effort to displace this illusion from
people’s hearts. His own nature is not the same as Christ’s, and therefore it is
understandable that he will regard and fight Him as a spiritual enemy.
The forthcoming Antichrist’s personality will exceed the natural framework; he
will be an extraordinarily gifted human being whose particular strength rests
in his worldly self-confidence, in his conduct with those who are responsible
for the well-being of the nation. And therefore he will be successful, he will be
granted his aspired supreme control, it will be assumed that extensive reforms
for the benefit of the general public can be expected through him. Everyone
will accept him; he will exploit this superiority for all kinds of measures. But
he will especially intervene against the supernatural spirit, against all religious
groups as well as churches or spiritual movements which are based on Jesus
Christ and His teaching, because he will depict neighbourly love as a state
of weakness which has to be fought at all costs. And anyone who joins his
endeavours is also regarded as an antichrist, he is considered God-opposing and
will prove to be unkind to his neighbour and thus also live in spiritual blindness,
since he belongs to Satan’s realm. But as ruler over many the Antichrist will
cause tremendous chaos with his measures, which will be devoid of all human
kindness and only designed to bring hatred and discord amongst humanity,
to stifle love and to descend it into utmost spiritual hardship. And then God’s
countermeasures will become of utmost importance, which will be explained
by God’s obvious activity through His servants on earth, because He, too,
has to be recognisable on earth to those who belong to His side. He has to
manifest Himself equally extraordinarily so that He cannot be rejected but has
to be acknowledged by people who are willing to walk the right path, who
either consciously or unconsciously approach the Creator of heaven and earth
by asking for His help in times of spiritual suffering. And then the struggle
between good and evil will become particularly intense, since the last hour is
moving ever closer and the parting of the spirits has to take place by Judgment
Day ....
This separation can only occur when people are seriously confronted by the
choice to either acknowledge or deny God. This question will force their de-
cision, and in order to bring it about, the adversary will emerge openly by
influencing his representatives on earth to take and enforce measures which
exhibit hostile thinking towards God. And thus the last battle on earth will
begin .... the battle of faith, the battle against Christ, with the result that people
will finally decide for or against Him. And then comes the Judgment .... be-
cause they will turn for or against God of their own free will, and this free will
they have to answer for. This conflict is inevitable as it distinctly highlights the
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Antichrist’s nature, and all of humanity will then be able to assess the thoughts
and actions of the one who appears in the disguise of a saviour in order to
realise his shameful plans; who openly fights against God and therefore will
be banished into the earth again for a long time, from where he cannot release
himself until he is once again helped by people whose wrong love for matter
will loosen Satan’s chains. But it will never be possible to displace Jesus Christ,
He will remain victorious on Judgment Day, and His teaching will fill all hearts.
His followers will take it along at their rapture, and thus it will also be held in
high esteem as spiritual knowledge on the new earth, it will be exemplified and
people will live in utmost realisation and become aglow with the most profound
love for God. And God’s adversary will never be able to displace it because all
power will have been taken from him for a long time ....

Amen

The adversary’s activity against the vineyard labourers

BD 3996 received 10.03.1947

Harassing the bearers of truth through God’s adversary ....
God’s help ....

To accomplish a spiritual task requires an exceptionally strong will, for God’s
adversary will make a special effort to influence this will in order to prevent the
human being from speaking on behalf of the pure truth, which is the task of a
person who has offered his service to God. There will always be two movements
amongst people, followers and representatives of the pure truth and those who
adhere to error, and the light will always have to fight against the darkness,
because the prince of lies constantly attempts to undermine the truth and to
replace it with error. The prince of darkness fights against God, the lie against
the truth, the darkness against the light .... And this battle will continue for as
long as the earth exists as a place of education for the spiritual beings which are
intended to redeem themselves. This battle will particularly clearly come to light
when the truth is manifestly conveyed from above to earth. Then the adversary
will make use of all conceivable means in order to displace it, and then he will
also appear as a figure of light in order to treacherously sneak in and take root
where too little resistance is offered to him. And first he tries to put the bearers
of truth out of action by using every opportunity to break their will, by seeking
to influence them to abandon their work for God and to find a substitute for
it in the pleasures of the world. If he does not succeed in tempting a servant
of God with the world, he will take more severe action and try to undermine
their success with fellow human beings by influencing the latter’s attitude in a
negative sense and thereby complicating the mission of the distributers of light
on earth in every way.
And so it requires a strong will to carry out the task on earth despite these
countermeasures, it requires an exceedingly strong faith and devoted love to
God to remain a loyal labourer for Him on earth, to recognise the adversary
and to abhor him and to carry out the work on fellow human beings with
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perseverance and enthusiasm and to finally face him victoriously when the last
battle is won. Yet God leaves no servant and labourer of His on earth without
strength, He will always help him if he threatens to become weak, if his will is
subjected to severe upheavals through the continuous influence by the enemy
of truth. Then He will also manifest Himself, and the adversary must retreat
from Him .... The truth will always displace the error, unless people don’t defend
themselves and prefer error to truth .... Then God lets them have their will and
gives to them what they themselves desire. In that case, God’s adversary will
certainly be victorious yet he will not delight in it for long, for he only wins what
has already belonged to him for a long time but not what strives towards God
and what will therefore be seized by God and can never ever go astray again. But
the will of God’s representative on earth receives strength at all times through
the influx of light from above. And his will can no longer be weakened to the
extent that he will forfeit the truth or not stand up for it. For he takes pleasure
in his service and eagerly fulfils a task which God Himself commissioned him
to do and which therefore is blessed by God. His blessing, however, signifies
constant help, influx of strength and the continuous transmission of His Word
which, as a constant source of strength, will also result in his soul’s maturity and
will completely release him from the control of darkness and entirely exclude
him from the influence of dark forces. And he will be full of strength and stand
up for God and the eternal truth; he will be a capable labourer on earth in the
vineyard of the Lord ....

Amen

BD 8144 received 06.04.1962

The adversary’s increased activity against light bearers ....

I will never allow My adversary to disrupt a contact with Me to earth if this
is established with the serious will to be of service to Me .... But neither will I
ever prevent My adversary’s attempts to intervene disruptively, because I do not
curtail his will either .... This explains the fact that you humans will often have
to grapple with him but that My power and love is so great that he will never
be victorious over those of you who have voluntarily placed yourselves at My
service .... Nevertheless, you all have to watch out for his cunning and trickery,
so that you will not give him the slightest reason for his anti-divine activity. For
your own will is always decisive .... If it applies to Me then even the greatest
enemy will be unable to affect you, since then I Myself will stand by your side
and he will leave you alone in view of My light, which he avoids. During the
last days he will find increasingly more vessels through which he will be able to
express himself, which are enslaved by him and which will carry out whatever
he impels them to do ....

Consequently, he will also create much turmoil, he will also try to cause a rift
between My Own, he will appear under all masks and often not be recognised ....
Yet your close bond with Me will grant you the light of realisation too, so that you
cannot be deceived by his activity and keep away from him. However, the fact
that he is unusually active cannot be denied, for discord will reign everywhere,
there will be animosity among people everywhere, lies will triumph and hatred
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will become ever more obvious .... And My Own, too, will often wonder what
caused them to become anxious. Impelled by inner restlessness they will often
be hesitant and of weak-will .... but they will also take refuge in Me time and
again, and I will strengthen and comfort them and enlighten them about the
cause of their agitation .... And they will deliberately turn away from him and
strive towards Me ever more sincerely and this heartfelt bond will provide them
with the strength to resist him.
Nevertheless, those of you who receive My Word directly can rest assured
that your service for Me can never be at risk, because you are accomplishing a
remarkable mission, a mission which is regarded as a rescue mission of immense
proportions and utmost significance in this earthly period: to convey the truth
to people who languish under lies and misconceptions and who are therefore
in grave danger. He will never be able to stop this mission because I Myself
have erected a protective wall around My bearers of light, which not even My
adversary can pull down. And although he will repeatedly try to attack this wall
he will not succeed in tearing it down, for I will also extraordinarily strengthen
My servants, they will recognise him and offer firm resistance .... They have
become strong themselves, their inner light is shining brightly, and its ray
exposes the adversary’s cunning and trickery, they will see through him even if
he appears under the mask of an angel of light. For he will also avail himself
of those who believe that they speak on My behalf, who grant him admission
due to arrogance or wrong fervour which does not concur with My will .... You
humans will still experience much before the end, and nothing else can protect
you from error other than the most intimate bond with Me ..... But then you can
also be assured of My protection and My help .... Then I will not let you fall into
the hand of the one who is My enemy and adversary .... For although I don’t
limit him in his activity during the last days, I will nevertheless hold My hands
protectively over My Own who have deliberately detached themselves from him
and turned their will towards Me .... For they have made their decision of will
on earth and have released themselves from his control for good ....

Amen

Measures against the adversary’s cunning

BD 6118 received 24.11.1954

The spirit of love protects against temptations and God’s adversary ....

Always remain in the spirit of love .... Only then will you be protected from the
enemy’s onslaughts, for he takes flight from love, and a person with a heart full
of love will not be approached by him. However, as soon as merely a tiny spark
of unkindness makes itself felt in the human heart he can slip in and will try
every means to make more space for himself. He will entice him into becoming
impatient, into becoming self-righteous and proud in order to stifle the love
in him, in order to then have free reign and to make the human being’s will
compliant to him. He will never succeed where love is present, for this offers
him no target, it defends itself and has the strength to repel him .... Yet time and
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again the human being encounters situations in which he should prove himself
because he can only ascend by fighting or helping .... And thus he will have
to overcome opposition, he will have to bend down to the helpless person and
help him get up, thus he will have to practise helpful neighbourly love .... If he
does, his battles will become less, because then the love in him will give him
strength to prove himself as his resistance grows. Yet the human being must
take care not to let the fire of love die down .... if he does not want to hand
himself over to the tempter who is instantly prepared to help by extinguishing
the fire of love entirely .... He is full of cunning and trickery and a master at
setting traps into which you gullibly fall if the light of love in your hearts does
not burn so brightly that you recognise him no matter how cleverly he disguises
himself .... Hence, the call can only ever go out to you: Remain in the spirit
of love .... for then you will be united with God and need not fear the enemy.
And you can also successfully face every temptation with love .... regardless of
its nature .... If people want to humiliate you, if they want to provoke you into
becoming impatient, if they try to make you envious .... the tempter is always
behind it and you will defeat him and chase him away if you remain in love
.... Then all this will have no effect on you, you will only regard your fellow
human beings as ailing souls who allow themselves to be used by the opponent
for such temptations, and you will approach them with love and occasionally
also cause them to reflect on it and stop their unfair words and actions .... For
love is strength and will not remain ineffective where it is not resisted .... For
this reason you should exemplify a life of love to your fellow human beings,
which is frequently more successful than words, which are not proven through
an action .... Remain in love and remember that you thereby remain in the One
Who is Love Himself .... and that His presence is an assured protection against
all onslaughts by the enemy of your souls ....

Amen

BD 7573 received 11.04.1960

Bond with God ....

And during hours of psychological adversity the bond with the spiritual king-
dom should be sought, your thoughts should turn away from earthly matters
and seek refuge in the spirit; the human being should always bear in mind that
he does not live for this world and that all earthly worries will fade away if they
are compared to the fate of the soul, which requires far greater care. And you
are all in a state of psychological adversity when you are influenced by God’s
opponent, who makes every effort to disturb your inner calm, who intends
to cause discord, who wants to stop you from making contact with God, who
creates a restless existence for you by trying to deprive you of your inner peace,
who keeps you tied to the world .... He wants to prevent you from establishing
the bond with the spiritual kingdom, and precisely because of this you should
sincerely entrust yourselves to all beings of light, you should appeal to the heav-
enly Father for His protection and then hand yourselves over to the guidance
of all benevolent beings, which will certainly protect you from the adversary’s
influence. You are quite often subject to psychological adversity, for all conflicts
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in life are suited to disturb your inner composure, and then the soul will be put
under pressure by the enemy ....

However, you can confront him by instantly placing yourselves at the side of
your God and Father and appealing to Him for His protection against all threats
by hostile forces. He has promised you this protection if you choose Him as
your guide and companion on the path and trustingly hand yourselves over to
Him. Only the bond with Him as well as with all virtuous forces of the spiritual
kingdom protects you and provides you with the strength which can resolve
your psychological problems. And as soon as you succeed in forming an ever
stronger bond, your earthly life will become increasingly more peaceful, for then
you will also turn to Him with even the slightest problem and He will always
be willing to help. However, as soon as you loosen the bond, the psychological
adversities will increase even more, for God’s opponent avails himself of every
weakness in order to apply his influence. But the beings of light merely wait for
you to show the right attitude towards them, for you to appeal for help from
God, then they will be allowed to help you and are always ready to protect you
from the enemy. You just should not place your trust in yourselves and your
strength alone .... You are incapable of dealing with the cunning and trickery
the enemy of your souls is using, but in unison with the enlightened spiritual
beings you are strong and able to offer him resistance. And you are surrounded
by many beings of light, they merely wait for your call, because they may only
intervene if your will deliberately turns to the spiritual kingdom from which
you expect help. And this help is assured to you, for the heavenly Father does
not leave His children in the adversity of soul, as soon as the child’s thoughts
merely turn to the Father and it confides its distress to Him. Then he will instruct
all his messengers of light and love, and they will act according to His will ....

Amen

BD 7675 received 17.08.1960

Scrutinising spiritual knowledge ....

Anything you receive in the form of spiritual information needs to be scrutinised
by you first, otherwise you won’t know whether you receive truth or error, in
which case the spiritual knowledge will be of little use to you. And you can
only ever make this test after heartfelt prayer for spiritual enlightenment and
by comparing it with the divine Word which is conveyed to you from above.
Only when they recognisably correspond to each other can you unhesitatingly
accept and dwell on it. But this correspondence must be recognisable, otherwise
it is not of divine origin and you may reject it. Anyone who thus turns to God
Himself for support by appealing to Him for enlightenment of thinking need
not fear being deceived, for his thinking will be guided such that he will notice
every contradiction and recognise it as error. But the adversary works with
much cunning and trickery and does not shy away from shrouding himself in
the garment of an angel in order to delude people, for he is an enemy of truth.
He knows that the truth shows a correct image of God and motivates people
to love Him. And that is what he aims to prevent and therefore provides a
distorted image of God, Who can only be feared but not loved. And the first
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thing you should watch out for is whether God’s love is clearly recognisable
or whether God as a merciless judge merely awakens fear in people. In that
case, such teaching can be safely rejected as not coming ‘from God’ ..... Then
the adversary’s activity manifests itself so clearly, that it is not difficult to clarify
it. God is a God of love and of mercy .... He wants to be recognised as a
Father, thus love must also be plainly evident, and he may not be portrayed
as an avenging or punishing God. If, however, God’s love is doubtful, then the
spiritual information, which portrays God such that love cannot be recognised,
should also be doubted. Yet you should not accept any spiritual knowledge
without scrutinising it, for God’s adversary exerts his influence wherever he
can, and often he especially tries to deceive the bearers of truth, so that they
themselves begin to doubt the truth, which is exactly what he intends. He hates
the truth because it reveals him and his activity and because the truth invariably
leads back to God, which he tries to prevent by using every available means.
And it will always be and remain a battle between truth and lie, between light
and darkness ..... God’s adversary will always try to influence a person such
that it can be difficult for him to differentiate between truth and lie, but a
sincere prayer to God for spiritual enlightenment will always protect him from
accepting or supporting error. For if the strength from God is desired it will also
be effective, it grants the human being a brightly shining light .... for God is love
and love does not deny itself .... God Himself protects His living creations from
the darkness if they desire to be enlightened ....

Amen

BD 8103 received 16.02.1962

Taking refuge in Jesus ....
The adversary’s activity ....

My adversary seeks to extinguish the light which shines brightly down to Earth
.... And all of you will still experience his activity, for he does not shy away from
anything if he believes he can reach his goal with it. And the light shines brightly
already and places those people who accept it and allow it to shine into their
hearts into a state of realisation. The light, however, exposes My adversary, and
people try to detach themselves from him, for they see the cross of Christ light
up and turn to the divine Redeemer for help to release them from the enemy of
their souls .... For this reason he leaves no stone unturned to extinguish the light
from Me .... Yet he will have little success, for those who belong to Me are also
capable of offering him resistance .... And they also receive the strength from Me
to take their path as bearers of light, they protect the light themselves, because
they are faithfully devoted to Me and thus the adversary has no power over
them. It is the time of the end where My adversary’s activity emerges ever more
fiercely, but I, too, will reveal Myself remarkably and My Own will recognise
Me and remain loyal to Me, precisely because they are enlightened, because
they know about the battle between darkness and light. And every individual
person will have to battle it out with the adversary as well, however, I will stand
by anyone’s side who wants to belong to Me and he will be victorious, he will
recognise where shadows spread across the light and leave this situation as long
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as the adversary works in it .... Yet a person can consider himself fortunate if he
has entered the flow of love which comes to you in the form of My Words ....
The darkness can no longer scare him and neither need he fear that his light will
be taken away from him and that he will descend into darkness again .... But
he must voluntarily have entered the kingdom of My light, he must accept My
Word, which is conveyed to earth from above, in his heart and thus open it of
his own accord, so that the light from above can shine in and brightly illuminate
him from within .... Then he truly need no longer fear My adversary’s game of
deceit, then he will ward off the adversary himself through the light, which the
latter avoids ....

And if you fear that you don’t have enough strength to fend him off when he
beleaguers you, then take the path to the cross, call upon Jesus and appeal to
Him for strength, and your desire for Jesus will be a certain means of defence
against the enemy, for Jesus once faced him in battle and defeated him. And thus
his power was broken, he will never be able to rise against Jesus, he will never
succeed in snatching a human being back from Jesus again, for He protectively
holds His hand over the one whose soul He bought back from His adversary
with His blood .... Jesus Christ is the divine Redeemer Who was merely My shell
in which I embodied Myself in order to give you humans your freedom again
if it is your will to liberate yourselves from his control .... And once you have
turned to Me in Jesus again, he can truly no longer snatch you from Me because
his power will have been broken .... And anyone who has taken the path to the
cross, to Jesus, lives in light as well .... This is why My adversary’s spends the
greatest effort to extinguish every light which might illuminate the path to the
cross for people .... Yet he is incapable of achieving anything if the human being
himself doesn’t want it .... You should always bear in mind that you need only
desire the light for it to shine for you .... that you should only have Jesus as your
goal and that you will safely reach this goal, for only your will decides whether
you live in light or in darkness. My side will always kindle a light for you, My
side will impart the truth to you and in its bright radiance you will also find the
right path .... I Myself radiate the light to earth by sounding My Word, I Myself
speak to you and that also signifies the illumination of your hearts with My light
of love .... And then only your will determines the degree of realisation, for My
Word is instructive and informs you of My will. If you comply with it, the light
will become increasingly brighter and you will recognise My adversary’s activity
and offer him resistance .... And he will leave you alone, because he avoids the
area of light you occupy now because you have become My Own ....

Amen
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God’s protection from the adversary’s temptations

BD 4662 received 09.06.1949

‘Watch and pray, lest ye enter into temptation ....’

You should be vigilant and pray, so that you will not fall when you are being
tempted .... My adversary’s onslaught against those of you who want to remain
faithful to Me will be relentless in order to estrange you from Me. He uses all
means and not least of all those which intend to disable you from establishing
contact with Me, so that he will have an easy game as soon as you are weak. He
lies in wait for opportunities to cause your downfall and only someone with a
strong will, someone who is able to send a thought up to Me for help will not
succumb to him. Call upon Me in every adversity of body and soul .... this is
what I call pray and watch .... direct your thoughts upwards where he cannot
follow you and you will safely escape from him and place yourselves under My
protection. He will try to shackle you to earth with all his might, to that which
is his share and which belongs to his realm .... he will want you to abscond from
Me, from spiritual striving, he will cause you to doubt and want to confuse your
thoughts through adversities and dreads, so that you won’t find your way back
to Me, so that you will engross yourselves in earthly things and forget about Me
.... Watch and pray .... and detach yourselves from the one who is My adversary,
and attach yourselves increasingly more to Me, Who is your eternal Father and
Who can truly offer you more magnificent things than he can .... Watch and
pray, for you are constantly surrounded by the tempter trying to catch you. A
vigilant person will be able to recognise and escape from him .... And be joyful
and happy in knowing that I Am your constant Protector Whom you can turn to
when you are threatened by danger, for I hear the faintest call coming from your
heart and will support you so that you will be victorious in your battle against
him. But anyone who places too much trust in his own strength and believes
that he can do without My help will succumb, for he is overestimating himself
and failing to consider that the adversary’s strength is greater than his. You will
win with Me but succumb without Me and fall prey to every temptation. But
to walk with Me means to allow My presence through prayer and kind-hearted
activity .... Then you are protected against all incursions by the enemy, then he
will be powerless against you, for then he would have to fight against Me and
I Am far more powerful than he is. Watch and pray, then he will have lost his
target, he will avoid you, because then you will be surrounded by light which
emanates My presence and that is intolerable to him .... Call upon Me in every
temptation and I will always be with you ....

Amen
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BD 4985 received 19.10.1950

‘Deliver us from evil ....’

Deliver us from evil .... You are often approached by temptations which are
indeed permitted by Me but which are always My adversary’s activity, because
he also fights for every soul and therefore tries to influence the human being
to oppose Me, thus to encourage him to sin. These temptations are always an
obstacle for the human being which can make him fall, yet I, too, won’t leave
him without grace as a countermeasure against Satan. I, too, will come forward,
distinctly and recognisably, when the human being is facing a crucial decision,
when he is pushed off the right path by My adversary’s cunning and is still
uncertain. Then a short quick prayer is enough, a thought to Me: Deliver us
from evil .... I will clearly step forward by revealing the right path to him, and
I will show him the darkness of the other path he was in danger of taking .... I
will assist every person who merely sends a questioning and imploring thought
to Me. I will certainly allow temptations to take place, for the adversary is also
entitled to exert his influence, after all, it concerns the free decision of will, and
for this the human being must be subjected to both influences, the good as well
as the evil. Yet he need not succumb defencelessly, he will always be able to give
resistance, because I will help him once he has taken the path to Me. And then I
will show him very clearly which power wants to harm him .... I want to deliver
you humans from all evil, I want to liberate you from the control of the one who
caused your constrained state, it is My will that you shall become happy, that
you shall no longer feel pressurised by the one who intends to ruin you, who
entices you to fall and who spares no means in doing so. He will even appear
to you as an angel of light if he thinks that this will be successful, he wants to
possess you and uses cunning and trickery. And yet he will find his Master in
Me, for once a soul has chosen Me it will never again fall prey to him. But woe
to the person who is enslaved by him .... For he will hold him tightly until the
latter beseeches Me for help, which will surely be granted to him. Deliver us
from evil .... Often voice these words in your heart and you will always feel My
help, for with this appeal you testify to Me, because you call upon Me to help
you against the one who is My adversary and your enemy ....

Amen

BD 8520 received 06.06.1963

God’s protection from the adversary’s temptations ....

You can live your earthly life without worrying as soon as you have found Me
.... as soon as you are united with Me through prayer and activity of love, for
then you have voluntarily returned to Me and can never ever go astray again
.... And even if you are confronted by temptations because My adversary keeps
believing that he can win you for himself, you nevertheless need not fear these
temptations because I will protect you from falling prey to them. For your
voluntary dedication to Me has given Me the right to do so, but neither will
I contest his entitlement to fight for the souls which are embodied as human
beings in earthly life. However, you are not defencelessly at the mercy of these
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temptations, for from the moment you turn to Me I watch over you and protect
you from falling. If you envisage your long development through the creations
of earth which resulted in your embodiment as a human being in the first place,
then you will also understand that I support you in every way so that you will
still reach the last goal, so that you will find unification with Me .... Admittedly,
this can be more or less heartfelt, it can mean total fusion with Me but also not
be quite so deep and intimate at first, and yet merely your will to belong to Me
is already the decisive factor for Me, for then you establish the bond with Me
which is also the guarantee that I will never let go of you again and then the
adversary will have no more control over you ....

And this heartfelt bond can only happen when the original sin has been taken
from you because of your acknowledgment of Jesus Christ and His act of
Salvation, for you will never take the path to Me of your own free will while
you are still burdened by the original sin, because then My adversary will still
have complete control over you. Your dedication to Me proves, however, that
you want to be released from My adversary, and this already gives Me the right
which is no longer disputable. For then you belong to Me, because you have
emerged from the strength of My love albeit also through My adversary’s will
who used My strength to create you .... And everything that originates from
My strength of love inevitably has to return to Me, for My strength, which was
externalised by creating the being, will return to its primary source again. And
you humans stand just short of this goal when you live on earth .... It is the last
stage of the huge process of return, when the soul .... the once fallen original
spirit .... embodied in a human being, should pass the final test of will .... to
return to Me or to My adversary again, from whose power I had removed it until
it was able to make a decision again as a self-aware being ....

This is why the earthly existence as a human being is of such great significance;
after all, it decides the soul’s fate .... whether it will be eternally happy or have
to languish in misery and torment for eternities again. Admittedly, it will reach
its goal one day, but its free will can extend endlessly for the duration of its
apostasy from Me, just as it can finish it within a very short time and return
to Me into the Father’s house, which it once left of its own free will. Time and
again you should bear this great significance of your earthly existence in mind
and seriously strive to reach perfection, to return to Me, and always establish
mental contact with your God and Creator of eternity, so that I then will be able
to catch hold of you and draw you to Me .... For I do not influence you against
your will, and neither can My adversary chain you to himself against your will
.... You have to make your own choice for Me or for him, and with this decision
you determine your later fate. But if you remember My love and appeal to Me
for My assistance with complete trust, then you will truly not be left defenceless
at My adversary’s mercy, but I will always stand between you and him and
keep him at bay, and his temptations will lessen because you .... if you sincerely
desire Me, will be surrounded by a bright shining light which My adversary
flees because it gives evidence of My presence and he avoids Me because he is
My enemy. He is no longer able to pursue you as soon as you entrust yourselves
to Me with complete faith and thus unite with Me through activity of love and
prayer .... as soon as you never keep Me out of your thoughts .... Then you will
have passed your test of will, and you will also attain the last goal while you are
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still on earth, that you perfect yourselves with My help and My strength .... so
that you are and will remain My Own for all eternity ....

Amen

Who was Bertha Dudde?

Bertha Dudde was born on 1. April 1891, as the second oldest daughter of
a painter, in Liegnitz, Silesia. She became a dressmaker and began to receive
pronouncements from God through the ‘Inner Word’ on 15. June 1937.
“In a clear dream I was moved to write down my thoughts after devout prayer.
Understandably this often gave way to doubt and inner conflicts until I was
convinced that I was, myself, by no means the initiator of these exquisitely
gracious words; but instead it was the spirit within me, in other words, the love
of the Heavenly Father was obviously responsible for them and introduced me
to the truth”.
“I was given knowledge of the spiritual world which far exceeded my elementary
school education. I received and receive this knowledge as a dictation in a state
of complete consciousness; I write down everything I am told in shorthand, in
order to then transfer it word for word to clean copy. The procedure does not
take place in a state of compulsion, for example in a state of trance or ecstasy,
but in an absolutely level-headed frame of mind. However, I have to want it
to happen and then I can receive these dictations voluntarily; they are neither
bound by time nor place.
“Now I only have one wish, which is to be able to make these gifts of grace
accessible to many more people and in accordance with the will of God Himself
to be allowed to do much more work in His vineyard.”
(Quotations from an autobiography from 1959).
Bertha Dudde died on 18. September 1965 in Leverkusen, Germany.
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